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Foreword

The United States, Canada, and Mexico are bound by a shared geography, history, and environment. In the twenty years since the passage of
the North American Free Trade Agreement, the continent’s three economies and societies have become deeply intertwined, making relations
between the United States and its immediate neighbors more important than ever.
In 2005, in conjunction with counterpart organizations in Canada
and Mexico, the Council on Foreign Relations published Building a
North American Community, which proposed the establishment of
a North American economic and security community by 2010, the
boundaries of which would be defined by a common external tariff and
an outer security perimeter. Nearly a decade since the report’s release,
its bold vision is still mostly a distant goal.
Many of the issues facing North American policymakers in 2005
remain: growing global economic competition, uneven development
within North America, and threats to mutual security. New and welcome trends have also emerged, however: significant increases in energy
production in the United States and Canada, an increasingly confident
Mexico bolstered by political and economic reforms, and a decline in
migration from Mexico to its northern neighbors.
This report of the CFR-sponsored Independent Task Force on North
America examines both the long-standing issues facing the region and
more recent developments, urging policymakers to elevate and prioritize the North American relationship.
The Task Force’s recommendations focus on four pivotal areas: capitalizing on North America’s promising energy outlook by removing
restrictions on energy exports and increasing investment in infrastructure; bolstering economic competitiveness through the freer movement
of goods and services across borders; strengthening security through a
unified continental strategy and support for Mexico’s efforts to solidify
xi

xii

Foreword

democratic rule of law; and fostering a North American community
through comprehensive immigration reform and the creation of a
mobility accord to facilitate the movement of workers. The Task Force
makes the case that a revitalized North American partnership is good
not just for local reasons but also because it will strengthen the position
of the United States and the continent in the world.
I would like to thank the Task Force’s chairs, David H. Petraeus
and Robert B. Zoellick, for their decisive leadership, expert guidance,
and continued dedication to producing a comprehensive report. I also
extend my thanks to the distinguished group of Task Force members
and observers, whose diverse backgrounds and expertise helped shape
this report.
I am grateful to Christopher M. Tuttle, who took on this project
as the new director of CFR’s Independent Task Force Program and
whose contributions have been instrumental to the Task Force process. I would finally like to thank Project Director and Senior Fellow
for Latin America Studies Shannon K. O’Neil for undertaking a project of this scope and expertly incorporating the many perspectives
represented by the Task Force to create a report that is intended to
remind the American people that our country’s most important relationships remain close to home.
Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
October 2014
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Executive Summary

North America was once called the New World. The people, their
ideas, and the resources of the continent shaped the histories of the
Old World—East and West. Today, North America is home to almost
five hundred million people living in three vibrant democracies. If the
three North American countries deepen their integration and cooperation, they have the potential to again shape world affairs for generations to come.
For reasons of history and political culture, the United States,
Canada, and Mexico are each highly protective of national sovereignty
and independence. Yet twenty years ago, the three countries instituted a
novel project to deepen integration while respecting sovereignty. Moreover, their special partnership bridged the North-South divide between
developed and developing economies. The North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) has been the cornerstone of this new structure.
The new post–Cold War North America was conceived as an integrated
economy within a global system, not as a protected bloc or experiment
in shared sovereignty, as was the case with the European Union.
Recent developments have created opportunities for the North
American countries to build on past work and to advance their partnership to a new stage. There is a fundamental shift in the continent’s
energy outlook, driven by technology, innovation, investment, and new
policies. In addition, Mexico’s ambitious structural reform agenda is
creating prospects for higher growth, an expanding middle class, and
a better-educated and more productive workforce. North America’s
demographics are healthier than Europe’s, China’s, Japan’s, and Russia’s. These factors, combined with higher costs in other regions of the
world and the ability of the U.S. private sector to seek out technological
frontiers, are pulling global investors to North America. North America has the potential to become a new type of growth market, combining
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the best of cutting-edge developed-economy innovation with the best of
developing country structural reforms.
Over the past twenty years, the international perspectives of the
three North American democracies have converged, especially on economic topics, but potentially on challenges of security, rule of law and
transnational crime, hemispheric development, and the environment.
Yet most regional issues and irritants, though important, rarely rise to
the urgency of international crises. Canadians and Mexicans are frustrated that the United States does not treat its neighborhood as a priority. North America has been an afterthought of U.S. policy.
The Task Force believes it is time for U.S. policymakers to put North
America at the forefront of a strategy that recognizes that North America
should be the “continental base” for U.S. global policy.
The U.S. government faces a structural challenge in pursuing such
a continental policy. The diversity of federal agencies involved and the
vital roles of state and local governments, legislatures, and myriad private actors make it hard to fashion a comprehensive policy. The Task
Force recommends creating new North American offices within the National
Security Council staff and U.S. State Department to focus responsibility for
the development and execution of continental policies, catalyze and support
cooperation at different levels of government, and insert a North American
perspective into U.S. discussions of global policies.
The Task Force also recommends that one of the senior-most U.S. officials assume responsibility as North America’s “champion.” And national
policy needs to encourage and facilitate state, provincial, local, and legislative leaders in the identification of problems, solutions, and opportunities.
North America requires a new type of transnational foreign policy.
U.S. policy toward North America should prioritize cooperation on
energy, economic competitiveness, security, and the issues of a common
community. The guiding framework should be: trilateral where we can,
bilateral where we must.

Energy
The innovation, investment, and increased production in the energy
sector is already giving North America a global competitive advantage.
Yet continental energy and environmental policies are not keeping up.
The Task Force recommends specific steps to strengthen the continental
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energy infrastructure (including approval of the Keystone XL pipeline),
expand energy exports, support Mexico’s historic reforms, secure safety,
and encourage harmonized policies to promote energy conservation and
lessen carbon costs. The North American countries need a regional
energy strategy.

Econom ic Compet i vene ss
Since the passage of NAFTA, North America has vastly expanded
its internal trade and investment. The continent has moved closer to
becoming a joint innovation, design, production, and service platform.
As a result, the United States, Canada, and Mexico have become more
efficient and competitive together. Living standards have improved.
Nevertheless, a combination of border policies, gaps in infrastructure, resistance to competition and structural reforms, and opportunities elsewhere have slowed momentum toward a truly competitive
North American market. The trilateral economic relationship needs
an upgrade to meet twenty-first-century requirements. The Task Force
recommends specific steps to achieve the free and unimpeded movement of
goods and services across North America’s internal borders.
Improvements in North America’s transportation networks, expansions of preclearance programs, and a focus on expediting logistics and
value chains could boost regional growth and assist all three countries in
competing globally. North America is not using its technological edge
to interconnect its national economies securely and efficiently. The Task
Force recommends moving toward a border management goal of “cleared
once, approved thrice.”
U.S. trade and global economic policies need to recognize trilateral economic interests. The continent operates increasingly as an
economic unit with interconnected interests. The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations, in which all three North American countries participate, could be used to upgrade old NAFTA provisions. The
Task Force calls for Canada and Mexico to be included in the U.S. negotiations with the European Union for a Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP), so as to foster continental integration and outlook.
NAFTA also opened the door to closer economic linkages between
North and Latin America. The Task Force recommends that the North
American countries explore how to build on overlapping free trade
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agreements (FTAs)—such as the Pacific Alliance and U.S. and Canadian
bilateral FTAs with Latin American countries—to move toward freer
trade for the Western Hemisphere.

Secur i t y
North America has come a long way from the wars of the nineteenth
century. Its 7,500 miles of borders reflect stress points from new risks,
but the absence of territorial disputes and spirit of cooperation are the
envy of powers around the world.
To gain the full benefits of continental integration, the North American partners need to face common threats together. Terrorists, criminal
and narcotics organizations, cyberattacks, and disease pose dangers to
all three. The Task Force recommends working toward a long-term goal of
a unified security strategy for North America. This process could begin by
expanding bilateral security programs trilaterally.
The United States and Canada also have a shared interest in helping Mexico strengthen its rule of law and combat organized crime. The
Task Force recommends that the United States, in conjunction with Canada,
build on the Mérida Initiative to support Mexican efforts to strengthen the
democratic rule of law, dismantle criminal networks, contribute to the development of resilient and cohesive communities, and reduce arms smuggling
and drug consumption.
North Americans also need to act as one to face broader regional
security challenges. The Task Force calls for consideration of a new North
American and regional effort to assist Central America along the lines
of Plan Colombia; the United States and Canada should also develop a
common Arctic strategy.

Commun i t y
The people of North America are critical to the future of a competitive,
healthy continent. Indeed, the individuals and families of North America are its most vital resource. Unlike much of the rest of the world, the
demographics of North America could be another source of strength.
To capitalize on this possibility, the three countries need to encourage
the development of an educated, skilled, flexible, mobile, and shared
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workforce. The education sector is facing a transformative moment;
vast possibilities are opening up through innovative use of technologies, new models of schooling, and competitive cost pressure for tertiary education. Each North American country will preserve local
prerogatives for education, but they can also learn from and cooperate
with one another.
The Task Force strongly recommends the passage of comprehensive federal immigration reform that secures U.S. borders, prevents illegal entry,
provides visas on the basis of economic need, invites talented and skilled
people to settle in the United States, and offers a pathway to legalization for
undocumented immigrants now in the United States. The Task Force also
recommends the creation of a North American Mobility Accord, an expansion and facilitation of the Treaty NAFTA (TN) visas for skilled workers,
streamlined recognition of professional credentials, and the development of
a regional educational innovation strategy.
The people of North America are creating a shared culture. It is not
a common culture, because citizens of the United States, Canada, and
Mexico are proud of their distinctive identities. Yet when viewed from a
global perspective, the similarities in interests and outlooks are pulling
North Americans together.
The foundation exists for North America to foster a new model
of interstate relations among neighbors, both developing and developed democracies. Now is the moment for the United States to break
free from old foreign policy biases to recognize that a stronger, more
dynamic, resilient continental base will increase U.S. power globally.
“Made in North America” can be the label of the newest growth market.
U.S. foreign policy—whether drawing on hard, soft, or smart power—
needs to start with its own neighborhood.

Introduction: The Importance
of North America

North America has always been both a land apart and a feature within
a larger global system. For Europeans, North America was a “New
World,” a strange frontier where British, French, Spanish, and Russian empires collided with one another and with indigenous peoples,
who themselves had migrated from Asia long before. In the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the descendants of these explorers,
settlers, and soldiers—reinforced by immigrants from all quarters of
the globe—created their own new nation-states. These states clashed
over the territory and control of North America, shaping its political
destiny. A strong sensitivity to national sovereignty in all three North
American countries is the legacy of these struggles. Over time, the
nations developed a respect and even a fondness for their neighbors,
though there has been some lingering wariness about the dominance
of the United States.
In the twentieth century, North America, the continental outpost
beyond the great Eurasian expanse, became both an Atlantic and a
Pacific power. The United States and Canada grew closer as they recognized that their similarities and shared global interests outweighed
their differences. Near the end of the century, Mexico, which had maintained a working but distant relationship with the United States, made a
courageous decision—to look north, to forge new economic links with
the United States and Canada. In doing so, Mexico fused North and
Latin America.
The new post–Cold War North America was conceived as an integrated economy within a global system, not as a protected bloc. The
United States, Canada, and Mexico—in different ways—sought to combine close North American ties with global interconnections. The three
New World states of North America once again stood apart as a region;
economies increasingly integrated through the North American Free
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Trade Agreement, even as they also assumed individual roles within a
rapidly changing world order.
There have been many studies about North American, U.S.-Mexican, U.S.-Canadian, and even Mexican-Canadian relations, including
some by the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). That valuable work
has usually been the province of regional specialists. Our aim, as a Task
Force, was to consider North America from a different vantage point—
a global perspective. For reasons we will discuss, we believe that the
time is right for deeper integration and cooperation among the three
sovereign states of North America.
Here is our vision: three democracies with a total population of
almost half a billion people; energy self-sufficiency and even energy
exports; integrated infrastructure that fosters interconnected and
highly competitive agriculture, resource development, manufacturing, services, and technology industries; a shared, skilled labor force
that prospers through investment in human capital; a common natural bounty of air, water, lands, biodiversity, and wildlife and migratory
species; close security cooperation on regional threats of all kinds; and,
over time, closer cooperation as North Americans on economic, political, security, and environmental topics when dealing with the rest of the
world, perhaps focusing first on challenges in our own hemisphere.
In sum, we recommend a new partnership for North America, a new
model for the world of integration and cooperation among sovereign
states. The foundation for U.S. foreign policy in years to come should
be “Made in North America.”
The Task Force believes that North America should be a central priority for U.S. policy. North America is the “continental base” for the United
States; it should be the starting point for its geopolitical and geoeconomic
perspectives. The development and implementation of a strategy for U.S.
economic, energy, security, environmental, and societal cooperation with
its two neighbors can strengthen the United States at home and enhance its
influence abroad.
Building on the experience of the North American Free Trade Agreement, the United States, Canada, and Mexico can develop a modern model
of integration that both respects sovereign prerogatives and demonstrates
the mutual benefits of deeper cooperation. Moreover, this endeavor would
establish the potential of closer partnership between developed and developing economies.
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Why Now?
Several recent developments make a North American vision particularly attractive. Most important, there has been a fundamental shift in
North America’s energy landscape. New finds and increased production in the United States and Canada—and very likely Mexico in the
years ahead—are altering economic calculations, energy flows, and
global geopolitics. Advances in the energy arena create enormous possibilities as well as some challenges, all of which can be better dealt with
by the three nations acting together.
North America can capitalize on other opportunities as well. The
combination of rising labor costs in China, as well as energy and transportation expenses, lengthy travel times to and from Asian factories,
and worries about poor intellectual property protections offer compelling reasons for manufacturing firms and other businesses to shift
production to North America. The Task Force believes U.S. policies to
promote deeper economic and energy integration, facilitating regional
supply chains, will encourage investment in North America.
Reforms in Mexico are also generating increased interest in North
America. Mexico has drawn closer to its two northern neighbors since
NAFTA entered into force in 1994. The Mexican economy, once led by
agriculture and commodities, now relies heavily on manufacturing and
services. Mexico’s politics have evolved from one-party rule to a truly
competitive democracy. And Mexico’s society is increasingly shaped by
a solid middle class with expanded links around the world.
As Mexico has changed, so too has its relationship with the United
States, and to a lesser extent Canada. Through the integration of production, movement of people, expanded connections across the Pacific,
and shared security challenges, these three nations have drawn closer in
outlook. Their interests have become inextricably linked. The Enrique
Peña Nieto administration’s recently launched, hugely ambitious
reform agenda—covering education, telecommunications, energy, taxation, and governance—should improve Mexico’s productivity and further open Mexico to its neighbors and the world. At the same time, the
threats of rising violence have aligned Mexican and U.S. interests and
spurred the development of joint strategies to address transnational
criminal threats.
Now is also an auspicious time to deepen U.S. ties with Canada.
Canada’s political leadership and its public support greater regional
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integration but have been frustrated by the lack of U.S. attention.
According to a survey by American University’s Center for North
American Studies, EKOS Research Associates, and the Centro de
Estudios de Opinión Pública (CESOP), more than half of all Canadians
support closer cooperation with their North American neighbors.1
North America also connects three of the world’s most far-reaching
efforts to liberalize trade and investment. The Trans-Pacific Partnership aims to combine roughly 40 percent of the world’s gross domestic
product (GDP) in a comprehensive free trade agreement. The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership seeks to link the United States
and the European Union (EU) through free trade and regulatory cooperation. Depending on their terms, both accords could enhance North
American dynamism and competitiveness. The Pacific Alliance—
founded by Mexico, Colombia, Peru, and Chile in 2012—will extend
Latin American cooperation beyond free trade to financial and diplomatic issues; this partnership has the potential to transform outlooks
across the region. The expansion of the Panama Canal could boost the
region’s role in the global economy as well.
The Task Force recognizes that the United States, Canada, and Mexico
have an opportunity to enhance their global influence by strengthening
their continental base while respecting each country’s national sovereignty.

Nort h Amer ica: An Af tert hought
for U.S . P olicymaker s
The U.S. pursuit of a North American policy has been limited because
many regional issues and irritants, though important, rarely rise to the
urgency of international crises. The Task Force believes that U.S. policymakers should make North America a pillar of U.S. foreign policy.
To reverse a pattern of inattention and the treatment of these relations as
an afterthought, the United States should make an ongoing investment in
North American policies.
Responsibilities for North American policy are scattered across the
U.S. government, making it harder to fashion a comprehensive policy.
The regional bureaus at the U.S. Department of State and U.S. embassies have the primary responsibility for coordinating activities with
countries around the world. However, accountability for the development and execution of North American policies is far more diffuse.
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Almost every “domestic” agency in the U.S. government—ranging
from the Department of Transportation to the Social Security Administration—plays an important role in dealing with the country’s North
American neighbors. The Task Force believes a coherent North American strategy will require leadership to guide more systematic engagement
among federal agencies—and also to work with state and local governments, private sectors, and civil societies—in all three countries.
Although it recognizes the common interests and interconnections
among the three North American partners, the Task Force is also well
aware of major differences among them. Each has a unique history,
domestic sensitivities, and political culture. Mexico, in particular, has
a substantial income gap with its northern neighbors. Deep disparities
also exist between levels of safety and quality of education.
The countries’ foreign policies differ as well. Canada and the United
States share long-standing institutional ties, including membership in
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), the Group of Seven
(G7), Five Eyes (FVEY) intelligence cooperation, and the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD).2 Canadians fought
alongside U.S. troops in Afghanistan, losing 158 lives. Mexico, on the
other hand, has been less involved with its neighbors’ foreign policies
and on the world stage; indeed, it has been a reluctant, wary partner
in past foreign and security policy endeavors. Mexico’s constitution
enshrines a foreign policy doctrine of “nonintervention,” keeping the
nation outside of many noneconomic multilateral institutions. In addition, Mexican and Canadian policymakers have often preferred to protect special, bilateral relationships with the United States, rather than
develop tripartite associations.
Nevertheless, the differences in international outlook among North
America’s countries are much smaller today than they were twenty
years ago; they will likely be smaller still twenty years from now. The
three countries work well together in the Group of Twenty (G20),
World Trade Organization (WTO), International Monetary Fund
(IMF), World Bank, Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), and
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
The differentiation among the three countries can also present opportunities for cooperation in different roles.
In practice, however, bilateral approaches continue to dominate.
On some issues, at least in the near term, more progress may be made
through one-on-one negotiations. But shared concerns and interests
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are often overlooked in these narrower interactions, leading to failures
to capitalize on the longer-term benefits of working together.

Past Efforts
The last serious attempt to deepen North American ties and develop
a common agenda was in 2005, when U.S. president George W. Bush,
Mexican president Vicente Fox, and Canadian prime minister Paul
Martin formed the Security and Prosperity Partnership of North
America (SPP). The SPP established a trilateral dialogue supported by
working groups on issues such as transportation, financial services, the
environment, and intelligence cooperation. It also created an annual
leaders’ summit.
Some thought the SPP reached too far. It linked local and domestic
security and economic concerns to continent-wide policies, provoking
reservations over a supposed loss of sovereignty. It engaged business
leaders in the three countries to define and develop concrete initiatives
to further trilateral ties through the North American Competitiveness
Council. In retrospect, the SPP’s scope was too limited. The partnership brought the North American leaders together each year, but not
much occurred between the summits. The lack of institutional mechanisms for follow-through hampered the implementation and advancement of proposed policies and programs. Furthermore, the absence of
legislative branch and broader civil society involvement heightened suspicions and left out many who could have helped deepen cooperation.
In 2009, the countries downgraded the SPP to the North American
Leaders’ Summit (NALS). The NALS does not have any standing committees; instead, it acts as a platform for recommendations and pledges.
The private sector–led North American Competitiveness Council was
disbanded. Meetings between North American cabinet-level administrators now occur on a sporadic and ad hoc basis. Senior officials often
have a limited mandate and are not able to coordinate effectively across
various stakeholder or governmental interests to solve problems. As a
result, busy officials do not devote consistent attention to North American issues.
Nevertheless, some coordinated, institutionalized efforts have
advanced. The three central banks work together to ensure stable and
liquid financial markets. The three nations share passenger, flight,
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and other information to keep out potential criminals and terrorists.
They also cooperate in the face of natural disasters. The Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC), created under NAFTA,
has invested successfully in a handful of important projects that foster
regional environmental conservation and protection.
But these modest efforts will not provide the foundation for a true
North American transformation. They will not move regional cooperation and integration from an afterthought to a priority. In fact, the continued reliance on bilateral efforts—such as the U.S.-Canada Beyond
the Border initiative and the U.S.-Mexico High Level Economic Dialogue—inhibits the development of a broader vision of North America.
Because of geography, markets, and the choices of millions of individuals and thousands of companies, North America has become one of
the most integrated and interdependent regions in the world. Sharing
7,500 miles of peaceful borders, Canada and Mexico now play vital
roles in the United States’ stability, security, and prosperity. There is,
however, substantial unfulfilled potential. The region deserves much
more attention. The Task Force believes that today’s challenge is to envisage a North American vision, frame a concept of North American policy
aims and cooperation, and make this policy agenda a priority. A stronger
North America will enhance U.S. competitiveness, security, and wellbeing and bolster U.S. influence globally. The United States should
invest in its home region to forge a stronger continental base for the
twenty-first century.

North American Energy Interdependence

North America’s energy landscape is changing dramatically. In 2005,
net imports made up 60 percent of U.S. oil consumption. The growing
gap between the United States’ energy demand and domestic supply
added to worries about the U.S. trade deficit, economy, and security.3
Today, U.S. oil import dependence has dropped to less than 40 percent
of total consumption, and the country is shifting rapidly from energy
scarcity to opportunity. Rising unconventional oil and gas production in the United States, increasing exploration and development
in the Canadian oil sands, and landmark reforms in Mexico’s energy
sector have led many experts to predict the potential—especially with
North American natural gas—for self-sufficiency and even surplus in
the coming decades. The growing production and regional diversification of energy sources will boost North America’s energy security and
competitiveness.
The decisions the United States, Canada, and Mexico make about
energy will have major implications for their economies, national security, foreign policy, and environment. Reliable, affordable, and environmentally sustainable energy production can strengthen each country
and also North America as a whole. If combined with energy efficiency,
this new energy landscape can bolster the region’s economic base and
provide new opportunities for leadership.

I ncreasi ng Energy Product ion
As a result of technological advances, abundant reserves, high oil prices,
a receptive investment climate, and solid infrastructure, the United
States’ oil and gas production has boomed over the past decade (Figures 1 and 2). Hydraulic fracturing—commonly known as fracking—
along with advances in seismic technology and directional (horizontal)
15
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Figure 1: North American Crude Oil Production
(1980–2013)
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).

Figure 2: North American Dry Natural Gas Production
(1980–2012)
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drilling, are enabling oil and gas extraction from low-porosity and lowpermeability rock, boosting U.S. crude oil output to its highest level in
two decades. Just this year, the United States surpassed Saudi Arabia to
become the top oil and natural gas liquids producer in the world (Figures 3 and 4).4

Figure 3: Dry Natural Gas Production by Country (2012)
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Figure 4: Dry Natural Gas Production (1980–2012)
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The increase in U.S. natural gas production has been just as dramatic, rising from eighteen trillion to twenty-four trillion cubic feet
since 2005, making the United States the largest natural gas producer in
the world.5 The United States looks forward to the prospect of further
increases in the years ahead.
Canada’s oil production is also growing rapidly. According to the
Energy Resources Conservation Board, production of crude bitumen
has tripled since 2000 and is expected to reach 3.8 million barrels per
day (b/d) by 2022.6 The U.S. Energy Information Administration estimates that Canada’s less-developed shale gas fields contain the world’s
fifth-largest reserves.7 And both the United States and Canada will
likely benefit from newly accessible fields in the Arctic, which are estimated to account for nearly a quarter of the world’s undiscovered oil
and gas resources.
In contrast, Mexican oil production has fallen nearly 25 percent
since 2004 to 2.5 million b/d in 2012. The downturn reflects the declining output at Cantarell—once the world’s second-largest oil field—
combined with lower-than-expected production levels in newer
fields, such as the Chicontepec Basin. The decline can also be traced
to underinvestment, inefficiencies, and limits on technology and
expertise at the state-owned energy company Petróleos Mexicanos
(Pemex). Nevertheless, Mexico’s energy potential is substantial. The
EIA and Advanced Resources International (ARI) estimate that the
country has the world’s sixth-largest recoverable shale gas resources
and significant tight oil potential.8
Mexico has now made a historic move: its energy reform of December 2013 will encourage private companies to invest in Mexico’s energy
sector for the first time since the 1930s. The government hopes its new
policies will attract capital, technology, and skills to boost oil and gas
production. Depending on the final structure of the auctions and contracts, Mexico’s Ministry of Finance and Public Credit estimates that
foreign investment could help lift oil production 40 percent by 2020.9
The reform also opens up the country’s electricity grid to private competition, creating the prospect of important reductions in Mexico’s
high prices for electricity.
Finally, North American renewable energy—including wind, solar,
hydro, and biofuels—adds even more capacity to the region’s optimistic energy forecast.10 North America is already the world’s largest biofuel producer, accounting for nearly half of global ethanol and biodiesel
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production in 2013.11 Solar energy is developing rapidly as well, and
steadily declining costs are making the technology increasingly competitive against traditional energy sources.12 Wind power has also gained
market share; Texas breezes now power some 3.3 million households
and new Mexican projects are positioning the country to become one
of the fastest-growing markets in the world. 13 These energy sources
are still largely dependent on subsidies, but technological advances and
declining costs may boost their ability to compete against traditional
energy sources in the years to come.

Energy I n tegrat ion
As production grows, North American energy security would be
strengthened by continental integration. Canada is already the United
States’ largest supplier of oil and petroleum products, accounting for
one-third of total U.S. oil imports. For many years, virtually all of Canada’s energy exports—including oil, gas, and electricity—went to the
United States. In turn, the United States sent north a small amount of
crude oil and a more sizable amount of refined petroleum products.14
Overall, the bilateral energy trade reached close to $134 billion in 2013,
or more than 20 percent of the two countries’ total trade.15
The United States and Mexico are also close energy partners. In
2013, Mexico sent 85 percent of its crude oil exports north—equaling
850,000 b/d—making Mexico the United States’ third-largest oil supplier, behind only Canada and Saudi Arabia.16 In the same year, the
United States sent some $20 billion in petroleum products south, bringing the two countries’ energy exchanges to nearly $60 billion, roughly
11 percent of total bilateral trade.17 Growing energy production in the
United States, increasing demand in Mexico, and U.S. refining capacity
suited for Mexico’s heavy crude help sustain a robust bilateral energy
relationship.18 The United States’ ratification of the Transboundary
Hydrocarbon Agreement in December 2013, which states guidelines
for exploring and developing shared deep-water oil fields in the Gulf of
Mexico, will deepen ties further.
Natural gas is also widely exchanged within North America, flowing
between the United States, Canada, and Mexico through forty-eight
pipelines—with more pipelines and greater volumes to come. Virtually
all of Canadian natural gas exports are sent south, supplying more than
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10 percent of the United States’ total gas consumption in 2013.19 Rising
U.S. domestic production has displaced some of these flows; indeed,
since 2007, U.S. natural gas exports to Canada have almost doubled,
while Canadian exports to the United States have declined. These shifts
pose challenges for the two trading partners.
U.S. natural gas exports to Mexico have been expanding rapidly—
almost doubling from 2010 to 2012. These exports are expected to
increase even more, due to growing Mexican demand and added infrastructure.20 New pipelines under construction will be crucial to boosting this trade, starting with the 750-mile-long Ramones Pipeline that
will connect Agua Dulce, Texas, to Mexico’s central industrial area.
Expected to come online at the end of 2015, the Ramones Pipeline will
tap into Texas’ Eagle Ford shale gas output and could potentially carry
nearly a fifth of Mexico’s natural gas needs. 21
The North American countries are also connected through their
electricity grids; this is especially true for the United States and Canada.
The Eastern Interconnection grid—encompassing parts of Eastern
Canada, New England, and New York—and the Western Interconnection grid—stretching from Manitoba through the U.S. Midwest—are
mutually dependent and beneficial configurations. Though the U.S.Canada electricity trade constitutes less than 2 percent of total U.S.
domestic consumption, the interchanges provide resiliency in case of
power overloads or natural disasters. U.S.-Mexico interconnections
are more limited, though the two countries are linked in southern California and southwestern Texas.

Broader Econom ic Effects
The role of energy in each North American economy varies substantially (Figure 5). Canada’s growing oil and gas production has pushed
energy products up to almost a quarter of the country’s exports—surpassing traditional Canadian industries such as automobile manufacturing. By comparison, Mexico’s oil and gas industry has shrunk as
a share of the overall economy. Thirty years ago, oil made up 70 percent of Mexico’s exports and around 20 percent of GDP. Today, oil is
closer to 15 percent of Mexican exports and less than 10 percent of GDP
(though royalties and taxes still make up roughly one-third of Mexico’s
federal government budget). In the United States, the oil and gas sector
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Figure 5: North American Oil Rents (Percentage of GDP)
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remains a small part of the overall U.S. economy and employment base,
though the recent expansion in the U.S. energy industry has led to significant direct and indirect benefits for consumers, communities, and
energy-intensive industries.
North America’s oil and gas industry is the most obvious and largest beneficiary of the recent boom. In 2012, the region’s investment in
exploration and production totaled more than $250 billion. IHS, an
energy analysis and forecasting firm, calculates that the outlays could
grow to more than half a trillion dollars annually by 2016.22
Companies that supply this burgeoning sector benefit significantly,
including those that provide materials for oil and gas wells and those
that house, feed, and clothe the expanding workforce. More broadly,
the lower cost of natural gas is changing the financial calculations for
many companies that use natural gas as a raw material or source of
low-cost energy. Energy- and natural gas–intensive industries such
as petrochemicals, cement, glass, fertilizer, aluminum, plastics, and
steel—composing some 7 percent of the U.S. industrial sector—benefit the most. The energy cost advantage, coupled with factors such
as wages, productivity, and exchange rates, has reduced overall U.S.
manufacturing costs, which are now notably lower than almost all
major competitors.23
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Workers are benefiting from the energy boom, too, though economists disagree on the extent and permanence of these positive trends.
The largest employment effects have occurred within the oil and gas
industry, which, according to Goldman Sachs, has created 175,000 jobs
since 2010 as a result of the shale revolution.24 By 2020, companies in
this sector will likely have added even more jobs over the previous
eight years; estimates range from 110,000 (McKinsey) to 190,000
(IHS) to 550,000 (Citi).25 When adding indirect and induced jobs—
those in the energy supply chain or marginally related to the oil and
gas industry—the estimates rise to between roughly one and two million new jobs by 2020.26
Although important, these positions still make up less than 1 percent of
the United States’ total employment. In U.S. manufacturing, the oil and
gas boom may have simply halted job losses in energy-intensive industries, as opposed to leading to an increase in employment.27 The ultimate
number of jobs created will depend on the size of the U.S. energy industries, overall employment in the U.S. economy, and the breadth of job
types included in the counting. Whatever the actual effects, growing oil
and gas production represents an important economic bright spot.
Similar trends are emerging in Canada and Mexico. Nearly two hundred thousand Canadian workers are employed directly in the upstream
and midstream oil sectors, and this number is expected to increase by
9 to 20 percent over the next decade.28 The Mexican Competitiveness
Institute (IMCO), a well-regarded think tank, predicts that Mexico’s
energy reform, if fully implemented, will create more than three hundred thousand direct, indirect, and induced new jobs a year.29
Finally, lower natural gas prices are passed along to consumers as
they heat their homes and water, turn on the lights, and purchase everyday goods. IHS calculates that the average U.S. household saved some
$1,200 in 2012 for a total of $163 billion in annual consumer gains.30
There will be further savings in the future.

Envi ronmen tal Effects
The increase in North American oil and gas exploration and production could pose trade-offs for the environment. The clearing of
forests, potential contamination of groundwater, and large-scale oil
spills, such as that seen in the 2010 Gulf of Mexico Deepwater Horizon
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incident, can be devastating for residents and ecosystems. Increased
carbon emissions contribute to global climate change. Although there
are important areas of uncertainty, climate change poses serious risks.
These changes could impose large costs on agricultural, energy, insurance, and other sectors.
U.S. carbon emissions have fallen to levels last seen in the mid1990s, when the economy was much smaller than it is today. Overall,
U.S. and Canadian energy consumption per capita has declined (Figure
6). The shifting makeup of fossil fuels has also lowered emissions,
replacing coal with natural gas for power generation. Energy efficiency
has helped as well, especially in the transportation sector, where energy
consumption per person is expected to continue decreasing.

Secur i ng Econom ic Benefi ts Wh i le
Protect i ng t he Envi ronmen t
To date, most of the economic growth and benefits from the new energy
boom have come from upstream activities, including indirect and
induced jobs.31 To capture more extensive benefits, the North American

Figure 6: Total Primary Energy Consumption Per Capita
(1980–2011)
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countries should clarify the uncertainties that are limiting downstream
investment, which is usually capital intensive and long-lived.32 The
United States, Canada, and Mexico should establish credible, stable,
clearly defined regulatory and policy frameworks for integration and
cooperation on energy issues across national borders. To be sustainable, such policies should encourage growth and development while
addressing environmental and carbon concerns.
The Task Force finds that North America should reap the full benefits
of its energy bounty. To do so, the three countries should clarify uncertainties by developing credible, sustainable policy frameworks for responsible
North American energy development that encourage growth while addressing significant environmental issues.

Geop oli t ical Effects
Gas markets are less global than oil markets, leading to significant price
differentials across regions. As the United States has produced more
energy resources, particularly natural gas, trade flows and international
markets have begun to adapt. The liquefied natural gas (LNG) that the
United States expected to import is now available for others, and several LNG export terminals are currently under construction.33
Given these shifts, the United States has an opportunity to consider
the foreign policy implications of increased natural gas supplies. Natural gas prices in the United States have been far below those in countries
such as Japan or the United Kingdom, giving North America a considerable competitive edge in its energy costs.34 Given the price differentials and potential for increased LNG exports, U.S. companies will have
incentives and capacity to arbitrage and, in the process, reduce the large
global differences in gas prices. The Task Force believes U.S. natural gas
exports could help dampen global market volatility, strengthen ties with
U.S. allies, and offer geopolitical and diplomatic benefits. More open energy
markets would also support U.S. aims for the international economy.

Nort h Amer ica’ s Energy P olici e s
Outdated government regulations and the absence of a regional framework hold back North American energy integration. Export and investment restrictions and varying regulatory approaches—heightened by
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domestic sensitivities—prevent the three nations from securing the
economic and geopolitical gains generated by increasing output.
The U.S. president determines whether crude oil exports are in the
national interest (exempting supplies sent to Canada for domestic consumption, which are minimal). U.S. oil exports would stimulate investment and raise oil production levels. Increased exports would reduce
inefficiencies in North America’s oil market, where many refineries are
located far away from new production sites or are designed to process
other types of crude.
U.S. natural gas exports—whether by pipeline or as liquefied natural
gas—also require governmental approval. As of September 2014, the
Department of Energy had granted thirty-seven permits for U.S. LNG
exports to free trade partners and nine permits for exports to non–free
trade partners.35 The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
has approved only three LNG export terminals—two based in Louisiana and a third in Texas. Another fourteen are pending approval.36
The construction of North America’s energy infrastructure has
delayed oil and gas development. With production often in remote
locations, energy companies have been unable or unwilling to invest in
the infrastructure necessary to move oil and gas from wells to refineries and then to consumers (Figures 7 and 8). North Dakota’s Bakken
formation, one of the United States’ largest shale formations, continues to flare nearly one-third of its natural gas because of infrastructure
limitations.37 North America should build new pipelines and upgrade
older ones, both within and among the three countries, to address the
bottlenecks.
Without adequate pipeline capacity, energy companies have increasingly turned to the rails, roads, and waterways. The number of U.S.
train cars filled with crude oil skyrocketed from around 9,300 in 2008 to
434,000 in 2013. 38 Between 2011 and 2012 alone, the numbers of trucks
carrying crude to refineries increased by 38 percent and barges by 53
percent. 39 These alternative modes of transportation are expensive and
raise safety concerns due to their greater likelihood of spills.40
Governments need to clarify rules to enable private financing to
proceed. To construct or operate cross-border pipelines or other forms
of energy infrastructure, developers must first obtain a presidential
permit, for which the approval process can be long, laborious, and politically complicated. The reviewing government agency depends on the
facility type—the U.S. Department of State oversees oil and oil product
infrastructure requests, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
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Figure 7: North American Oil Pipelines

Sources: Canadian Energy Pipeline Association; Pemex; U.S. EIA; Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers.

reviews natural gas pipeline requests, and the U.S. Department of
Energy oversees cross-border electricity projects.
The most well-known proposed North American energy infrastructure project is the Keystone XL pipeline, which would extend over two
thousand miles to link the Canadian oil sands to the U.S. Gulf Coast
refineries. Even though there are already seventy existing cross-border
pipelines, and other ways to ship energy products from Canada’s oil
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Figure 8: North American Gas Pipelines

Sources: Canadian Energy Pipeline Association; Pemex; U.S. EIA.

sands to U.S. refineries, the U.S. government has repeatedly delayed the
final decision on the pipeline. The delays have damaged U.S.-Canada
relations and have the potential to slow, at the very least, greater North
American energy integration. The Task Force believes that U.S. energy
infrastructure policies have failed to keep up with changing energy realities. This has limited the potential benefits to the broader U.S. economy and
slowed North American energy integration.
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U.S. environmental policies also influence the pace and extent of
energy exploration and production. Governments regulate oil and gas
production on federal and state lands; federal onshore lands alone hold
some 5.3 billion barrels of oil—nearly 20 percent of U.S. oil reserves.41
U.S. laws such as the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Safe
Drinking Water Act manage and set limits for U.S. water and air pollution and create standards for drinking water. Canada and Mexico have
similar laws, which generally adhere to U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and international community guidelines.
The three governments, as well as their civil societies, have a long history of working together on regional environmental issues, such as acid
rain reduction and wildlife conservation. Nevertheless, North America
lacks an effective, dedicated framework for discussing these issues, particularly as they pertain to the region’s changing energy landscape. In
1994, NAFTA addressed cooperation on regional environmental regulations through a side agreement, but the Commission on Environmental
Cooperation that was supposed to supervise these efforts has made little
progress. The three governments created a new North American Energy
Working Group in 2001 to address both environmental and energy production issues, but it was disbanded in 2009.
Without a trilateral framework, the region’s energy sectors do not
share best practices and lessons to the extent that they could. This
interchange is particularly important given the rapid changes in energy
technology and likelihood that mistakes or missteps will reverberate
regionally. The lack of tripartite institutions limits the potential for coordination regarding regulatory standards for smart grids, renewable energy
incentives, technologies for lower carbon energy, barriers to trading energy
products, energy efficiency guidelines, and other issues that have substantial
implications for each country and for the region’s energy integration.
North America is undergoing an energy transformation. Regional
cooperation and integration could boost the economic, geopolitical,
and environmental benefits. If developed responsibly and sustainably,
North America’s energy boom could bring widespread gains to the
three countries and their consumers, communities, and companies.

North American Economic
Competitiveness

The Task Force believes that the United States’ ability to compete in
a dynamic and competitive world economy would be strengthened by
enhanced economic ties with Canada and Mexico.
Globalization and regionalization have advanced together. Over the
past two decades, North America’s economic ties have deepened dramatically by almost all measures; they have the potential to develop even
further. The region’s trade grew from less than $300 billion in 1993 to
more than $1.1 trillion in 2013 (Figure 9). The United States, Canada, and
Mexico are among the most important trading partners for each other.42
Canada and Mexico are far more important to the U.S. economy than
many U.S. citizens realize. The United States exports nearly five times
as much to Mexico and Canada as it does to China and almost twice as
much as to the European Union.43 Mexico and Canada sell more than 75
percent of their exports within North America.44
Figure 9: North American Trade
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In 2011, approximately 150,000 U.S. companies sent goods—totaling a third of U.S. exports—to Mexico and Canada. These exchanges
extend far beyond the border states: Canada or Mexico is the top export
destination for forty-one of the fifty U.S. states (Figure 10). The exporting companies include not just well-known corporations such as General Motors, General Electric, and Procter & Gamble, but also more
than one hundred thousand small- and medium-size businesses.45 A
recent Peterson Institute for International Economics report estimates
that U.S. exports to Canada and Mexico supported 2.6 million and 1.9
million U.S. jobs, respectively.46
The type of trade in North America has also changed—shifting from
primarily finished goods to pieces and parts that move back and forth
across borders as part of regional supply chains. A study by the National
Bureau of Economic Research reported that on average 40 percent of
the value of products imported from Mexico and 25 percent of those
from Canada actually come from the United States; the comparable
input percentage with the rest of the world is about 4 percent.48 This
Figure 10: Top E xport Destination by State 47
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Foreign Trade, 2013.
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means that of the $280 billion in goods that the United States imported
from Mexico in 2013, some $112 billion of the value was created in the
United States; for the $322 billion that the United States imported from
Canada, the value created in the United States was $83 billion. Less
than $20 billion of the value from the $440 billion of U.S. imports from
China came from U.S. workers.49
The North American automotive industry is one of the most integrated sectors; roughly three out of every four export dollars remain
within the region.50 The degree of interconnected production is also
impressive: automobiles often cross North America’s borders several
times before completion. Other sectors are also deeply intertwined:
81 percent of the region’s personal and household goods exports were
absorbed back into North America in 2012, along with 73 percent of iron
and steel and 72 percent of clothing (Figure 11).51 In total, intra-regional
exports were 48 percent of North America’s total exports in 2012.52
These high percentages reflect the shift toward continent-wide production over the past two decades. This integration has become important for the region’s overall competitiveness and for employment in all
three nations.
Service industries have also become increasingly integrated,
spurred by investments and exchanges in areas such as banking, energy
services, express delivery, information technology, insurance, and
Figure 11: North American E xport Destinations
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telecommunications. The regional trade in services has risen by nearly
200 percent—to well over $100 billion a year—despite licensing, visa,
and other regulatory barriers.53 There remain notable opportunities
to integrate further in transportation, health care, money transfers,
and energy.
Intra-regional cross-border investment has risen fourfold since 1993
to total an investment stock of some $780 billion by 2012.54 More than
60 percent of this capital flowed from the United States to its neighbors. Yet Mexican and Canadian investments in the United States have
also grown—particularly in the manufacturing, insurance, banking,
and consumer sectors—reaching nearly $240 billion by 2012.55 Mexican companies now own iconic brands such as Entenmann’s, Sara Lee,
Thomas’ English Muffins, Weight Watchers, Mission Foods, and TracFone cell phones, and Canadian products such as Lululemon Athletica
gear, Bombardier planes, and BlackBerry devices have all become fixtures in American society.
The trade of goods and services, substantial foreign investment, and
significant knowledge flows have enabled the United States, Canada,
and Mexico to become more efficient and competitive together (Figure
12). Unfortunately, over the past decade, these movements have slowed,
stagnated, and in some areas even receded.
In the years immediately following the Canada-United States Free
Trade Agreement (CUSFTA), and then after the passage of NAFTA,
Figure 12: North American Foreign Direct I nvestment
P ositions (1990–2012)
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trade soared among the three nations, growing by more than 17 percent a year through 2000. Intra-regional exports reached a high point
of 56 percent of North America’s total exports in 2000—far greater
than the 22 percent of intra-regional exports among Association of
Southeast Asian Nation (ASEAN) countries and gaining on the 68
percent share within the European Union. However, since 2001 the
annual rate of expansion in North American trade declined to an average of 6 percent, trailing the growth in North America’s trade with the
rest of the world.56
There are many reasons for the slowdown in North American
economic integration. Major global trends and events—such as two
economic recessions, China’s entrance into the WTO in 2001, and
Canada’s and Mexico’s efforts to diversify their trading partners—
account for some of the slower pace. But U.S. policies also applied
the brakes to North American integration, including NAFTA’s limitations, inefficiencies along the border, and increased security costs
after September 11, 2001.

U.S . P olicy
The 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement constructed the
legal architecture undergirding North America as an economic zone.
The agreement encouraged, formalized, and quickened a continental
integration process that was already under way. NAFTA removed tariffs—some immediately and others gradually—for almost all goods,
encouraged investment, and created common rules for issues such as
intellectual property, transportation, and agricultural trade. NAFTA
also was accompanied by labor and environmental side agreements,
which were unprecedented at the time. Since 2001, similar provisions
have been included within all U.S. free trade agreements.
Over the course of twenty years, NAFTA succeeded spectacularly
in increasing trade and cross-border investment among the three
countries. It also played a crucial role in transforming the way that
companies produce their goods and spurred the creation of regional
supply chains. By establishing the framework for a regional approach
to global competitiveness, NAFTA laid the foundation for a stronger
North America. It also provided a base for deeper economic cooperation and financial support for Mexico during its 1995 financial crisis,
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easing the extent of the downturn and enabling the relatively rapid
economic rebound that followed.
Along with other free trade agreements, NAFTA helped increase
consumer purchasing power, by both lowering prices and expanding
options. A recent study by the Peterson Institute for International Economics estimates that U.S. households gained about one thousand dollars a year from NAFTA.57
In terms of jobs, the dreaded “giant sucking sound” of lost employment that Ross Perot predicted in 1992 never materialized. Instead,
the rough consensus among scholars is that, in the years following
NAFTA’s start, the number of net new U.S. positions related to the
free trade agreement ranged from zero to just under one million.58
Supporters of NAFTA also believe that it assisted Mexico as the
country moved from a one-party corporatist state to a competitive
democracy. NAFTA helped connect the institutions of Mexico to the
North American political culture.
NAFTA nevertheless remains controversial in the United States.
More than half of the Americans surveyed in a 2008 Gallup poll
believed that NAFTA’s economic effects have been mostly negative,
compared to 23 percent of Mexicans and 39 percent of Canadians
who hold the same view.59 A 2008 Chicago Council on Global Affairs
survey revealed that 64 percent of Americans believed that NAFTA
threatened U.S. workers’ job security and 55 percent believed it was
detrimental to the U.S. economy.60 However, attitudes about trade and
North American economic integration vary considerably depending on
how the question is phrased.61
Negative perceptions of NAFTA within the United States may
be due in part to the uneven distribution of benefits from trade. As
with any free trade agreement, there are winners and losers, and the
increased regional integration following NAFTA led to changes that
benefited the country as a whole but not all individuals or sectors. Some
industries expanded while others contracted, and, as a result, some
factories closed, even as others opened. For most workers, the shifts
had insignificant or even positive effects on their income levels, but the
transition was more difficult for pockets of U.S. workers in low-skilled
manufacturing positions.62 Although job losses related to factories
shutting down and moving abroad were estimated at only about 2 percent of total losses, the narrative of these losses has had an outsize influence on shaping the NAFTA discussion within the United States.63 In
Mexico, meanwhile, the critiques have centered on the effects on rural
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subsistence farmers as NAFTA accelerated the economic transition
from agriculture to manufacturing and services, although these negative assumptions also do not stand up to analysis.64
Other NAFTA criticisms center on the still-large economic disparities among the three trading partners (e.g., the lack of economic convergence), the agreement’s limited effects on unauthorized immigration
flows, and the frequent differences between environmental rules and
on-the-ground practices. NAFTA, as a trade and investment agreement, was never likely to resolve these larger trilateral issues. There are
also extensive debates among economists about the relative weights of
trade, shifts in technology, productivity, educational attainment, and
the role of unions, among other factors, in causing economic change.
Some also believe that public attitudes about NAFTA have been biased
by the absence of governmental and other responses to the critiques. It is
hard to win an argument if only one side makes its case. In recent years,
the U.S. administration has sought to avoid even referring to NAFTA.
There is now a need for a twenty-first-century upgrade in the economic relationship among the three countries to address issues that
were not included in NAFTA. NAFTA did not adequately address
energy and the movement of people. Over the past two decades, new
issues have arisen or been transformed—such as e-commerce and digital trade, cybersecurity, intellectual property, mutual recognition of
standards and regulatory coherence, and a host of environmental topics.
The Task Force strongly believes that NAFTA has been of significant net
benefit for the continent. By expanding regional trade in goods and services,
boosting cross-border investment, deepening the integration of production processes, maintaining and creating jobs, lowering prices, and creating
higher-quality goods, it has benefited North American businesses, workers,
and consumers. NAFTA also boosted societal and governmental ties at a
time of sweeping political change in Mexico. In light of global changes
of the past twenty years, however, NAFTA alone cannot meet the needs
and opportunities of North American integration.

Today’ s Barr i er s to Trade
In the process of reducing economic barriers, NAFTA exposed and
even created other limitations to regional trade and economic integration. NAFTA’s rules-of-origin provisions have proved cumbersome. The three countries developed these provisions to ensure that
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the FTA’s preferential tariff treatment applied only to products made
within the free-trade zone. Different goods require varying percentages of components to be made within the NAFTA countries; for
example, 62.5 percent of cars, light trucks, engines, and transmissions must be produced within North America in order to qualify
for duty-free treatment.65 To prove that products meet the rules of
origin, firms must complete certificates of origin. Given the administrative costs, some eligible firms simply opt to pay a tariff instead of
submitting documentation. The cost to firms of compliance with the
requirements is high—one estimate places it at around $35 billion a
year—undermining the purpose of NAFTA and the economic advantages it was intended to provide.66
Other customs paperwork also burdens North American companies.
Although electronic documents are becoming more common for U.S.
agencies, there is not one unified portal for submissions or information
sharing among the forty-seven U.S. agencies that deal directly with the
existing import/export process. These offices range from the Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service and the U.S. Census Bureau to
the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).67 President Barack Obama signed an executive order—in the context of the February 2014 North American Leaders’ Summit—mandating the completion of a U.S. electronic “single
window” customs system by December 2016, but the U.S. government
has struggled to implement other such policy directives.68 This initiative should be tracked carefully to ensure execution.
Regulatory differences pose another significant barrier. It is understandable that each country has rules to ensure that food products are
safe, ecosystems are protected, and labor standards are met; nevertheless, the differences among these laws create costs for companies and
consumers and raise the question of whether North American commonalities or mutual recognition is possible. Some regulations are
vastly different, but others, such as label sizes, seem to incorporate
trivial variances.69 The incongruent regulations require multiple tests
and certifications for the same goods. For example, crash tests for new
vehicles can cost anywhere from $120,000 to $150,000 per test. If a car
is exported, it is likely that the test will have to be repeated—raising production costs without ensuring greater safety.70 The administration of
regulations by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officials also
adds to the inspection time for commercial shipments.
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In an effort to address these regulatory issues, the United States created two separate initiatives: the High-Level Regulatory Cooperation
Council with Mexico (HLRCC) in 2010 and the U.S.-Canada Regulatory Cooperation Council (RCC) in 2011. The U.S.-Mexico Council
focuses on seven sectoral issues—ranging from food safety to nanotechnology—while the U.S.-Canada Council encompasses twentynine specific initiatives, including motor vehicle safety, train emissions,
and meat and poultry export certifications.71 Though the two groups
have made some important gains, progress has been slow and the scope
of these initiatives is limited.
The United States has also taken unilateral steps that have slowed
and even reversed the gains from integration. One example is the country of origin labeling (COOL) rules for meat. In 2002, the United States
began requiring certain meat products to list the animal’s country of
origin. This requirement is protectionism in the guise of labeling. In
2013, the United States expanded these protectionist rules, requiring
meat labels to list not only the country where the animal was born, but
also where it was raised and slaughtered. The new regulations also mandate that animals from different countries be kept apart, discouraging
imports of calves and hogs and disrupting the highly integrated North
American market for bearing, raising, feeding, transporting, and processing animals. Canada and Mexico have brought a complaint to the
World Trade Organization (they won their original complaint against
the COOL rules in 2012); if the United States loses and does not comply,
the two neighbors will then be able to raise barriers to U.S. products,
further closing North American markets instead of opening them.

Border-Crossi ng Woe s
The United States has failed to fulfill its NAFTA obligation to open
its roads and permit safe cross-border services. Mexican trucks were
supposed to be able to operate in four U.S. states—Texas, California,
New Mexico, and Arizona—by December 1995 and then throughout
the continental United States by January 1, 2000.72 Almost fifteen years
later, the vast majority of Mexican trucks still are not allowed on U.S.
roads. Mexico has retaliated in kind, blocking the movement of U.S.
trucks within its borders. It has also introduced retaliatory tariffs to be
applied on a yearly rotating basis to a variety of U.S. imports.73
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The rationalization for the delay, offered by labor unions in particular, has been safety. To meet the alleged concerns, the U.S. government
developed pilot programs, which have consistently demonstrated that
participating Mexican drivers and trucks had equal or better safety
records than their U.S. counterparts.74 Despite the evidence, opponents of competition in trucking services have blocked the opening.
The most recent effort, begun in 2011, includes only forty-five trucks,
a meager number compared to the fourteen thousand that cross the
border from Mexico daily.
The U.S. failure to live up to NAFTA’s rules is costly in terms of
money, time, fuel, and pollution for the United States and Mexico. A
Mexican truck must unload its goods at a warehouse on the Mexican side
of the border to be picked up by a short-haul truck. This truck moves the
goods to another warehouse on the U.S. side, where they are packed onto
a third truck for delivery to their final destination.75 By the same token,
U.S. exporters are forced to incur drayage costs to transport truck trailers across the border and find Mexican partners to deliver the goods to
their final destination. The added time and costs suppress trade.
Physical barriers also delay transit and hinder economic competitiveness. Heightened inspection measures (which are discussed in detail in
the next section) slow crossings at U.S. ports of entry. As the volume of
people, cars, trucks, and goods escalated over the past decades, chronic
underinvestment in border infrastructure has slowed the movement of
goods and trade. Today, the average age of U.S. ports of entry is forty
years, with many closer to seventy years old.76 Few new crossings have
been opened and even basic maintenance on existing infrastructure has
been deferred, at times to a dangerous degree. The combination of escalating demand with ailing border infrastructure has created a burdensome trade and travel environment that is difficult to police, producing
significant backlogs and stress for inspection authorities.
Reports by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) and
the Woodrow Wilson Mexico Institute highlight regional studies that
measure border transit delays: the waits routinely exceed an hour or
longer at heavily congested commercial ports, such as those between
San Diego and Tijuana, and Laredo and Nuevo Laredo.77 These studies
consistently show that such long wait times elevate costs for companies,
workers, and border cities.
Away from the immediate border, transportation and other infrastructure investment within the NAFTA countries has also lagged. The
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American Society of Civil Engineers gave the United States a “D+” for
the quality of its infrastructure, estimating the need for $3.6 trillion in
investment by 2020 to fill the cumulative deficit.78 According to a World
Economic Forum report, nearly 10 percent of U.S. business respondents to questions on trade facilitation identified “high cost or delays
caused by domestic transportation” as the most problematic factor for
exporting goods.79 The World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 2013–2014 ranks the United States nineteenth out of 148
countries in the quality of its infrastructure; Canada is slightly ahead
at sixteenth, while Mexico ranks sixty-sixth.80 The Task Force finds that
underinvestment in North American infrastructure adds significant costs to
each country and hurts regional competitiveness.
Several infrastructure bills have been introduced in the U.S. Congress
in recent years, including the Partnership to Build America Act of 2014
and the Building and Renewing Infrastructure for Development and
Growth in Employment (BRIDGE) Act, but none has been able to garner
sufficient support to become law. State and local governments have made
more progress, with more than thirty U.S. states enacting laws that
enable public-private partnerships (PPPs), encouraging more privatesector infrastructure financing. The diversity and complexity of these
agreements and local officials’ uneven expertise limit their usefulness.
There are few dedicated financing mechanisms to fill the infrastructure gap in the border region. The North American Development Bank (NADB), created through NAFTA, has authorized capital
of just $3 billion, and its mandate extends only to environmental or
health projects.

Steps Toward Bet ter Border
Managemen t
In an effort to expedite commercial transit and improve security at the
border (the latter discussed in detail in the next section), the U.S. government has launched several programs. These initiatives include the
Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT), through
which U.S. Customs and Border Protection works with registered companies to enhance security along supply chains. C-TPAT members are
eligible for Free and Secure Trade (FAST) lanes at ports of entry along
the U.S.-Canadian and U.S.-Mexican borders. Yet some participants
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complain that the program has neither reduced the number of truck
inspections nor significantly speeded transit times.
The United States launched the Beyond the Border program with
Canada in 2011. The program’s economic goals include upgrading
infrastructure, streamlining customs procedures, measuring border
wait times more accurately, and harmonizing shipment processes.
It also seeks to expand trusted-traveler and preclearance programs,
strengthen governmental collaboration with the private sector, and
broaden U.S.-Canadian security cooperation beyond the physical
border. The U.S.-Mexico Twenty-First Century Border Management
initiative, though less expansive in scope, seeks to achieve similar and
in some instances identical objectives to those with Canada. The Task
Force recognizes significant advances in border management, particularly
along the U.S.-Canadian border, and believes these efforts should continue
and, where possible, be expanded trilaterally.
A new U.S.-Mexico High-Level Economic Dialogue brings together
members of the U.S. Departments of Commerce and State, the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative, and their Mexican counterparts to
advance bilateral trade and competitiveness. U.S. vice president Joseph
R. Biden Jr. led the first meeting in Mexico in September 2013, alongside
Mexican finance secretary Luis Videgaray and Mexican foreign secretary José Antonio Meade.

Be yond NAFTA: New Cross -Regional
Econom ic and Trade Agreemen ts
The most potentially transformative discussions for North America’s
economies today could be the negotiations for the Trans-Pacific Partnership and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership. The
TPP aims to create an integrated economic platform that spans the
Pacific Ocean, bringing together the NAFTA partners along with Australia, Japan, Malaysia, Peru, Vietnam, Brunei Darussalam, Chile, New
Zealand, and Singapore and representing a combined GDP of $27 trillion.81 The United States already has FTAs with six of the other eleven
countries involved. The United States was slow in supporting the addition of Canada and Mexico to the TPP negotiations, thereby underappreciating the role and integration of the North American market. In
addition to expanding trade and investment across the Pacific, the TPP
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offers an opportunity to modernize and upgrade rules for all the participants—including in North America. The Task Force believes that the
TPP provides an important opportunity to build on NAFTA’s gains, consider common North American interests, and move beyond limitations of
the twenty-year-old NAFTA framework.
The TTIP negotiations between the United States and the European
Union do not include Mexico and Canada. Mexico signed an FTA with
the European Union in 2000, and Canada completed its own negotiations in 2013. The Task Force believes that the unwillingness of the United
States to include its North American partners at the TTIP table is shortsighted and conflicts with the goal of building a more competitive North
American market. Although more participants can add to negotiating
complexity, it is important for the United States to gain Canadian and
Mexican perspectives about the effects of TTIP provisions on their
economies. The North American auto industry, for example, is deeply
integrated, so TTIP rules would affect the Canadian parts and Mexican
assembly industries. Separate agreements with the EU are likely to lead
to costly rules of origin and additional costs.
The administration will need trade promotion authority (TPA) to
complete and pass the TPP and TTIP. TPA enables the executive branch
to present trade agreements to the Congress for an up-or-down vote
without amendment. Congress’ last grant of TPA expired in 2007. Without TPA, the Task Force believes North America will not be able to update
its trade rules for the twenty-first century.
Over the past twenty years, the three North American economies have
become much more deeply integrated—through cross-border trade,
the joint production of goods, and foreign investment. However, a host
of barriers limit further integration and even endanger the gains that
have been made. The North American governments should increase
their global economic competitiveness by building on NAFTA through
closer regional cooperation connected to current and future challenges.

North American Security

North America has come a long way from its nineteenth-century wars
to today’s peaceful cooperation. The continent enjoys the longest peaceful borders in the world. Together, the three partners now confront
common threats—terrorism, crime, natural disasters, health epidemics, cybersecurity, and drug trafficking. They face the task of making
passage efficient and seamless for lawful travelers and trade while stopping criminals and countering dangers. The United States has increasingly viewed its borders as a source of vulnerability, underappreciating
the strength that could come from a much closer and more coordinated
regional approach to protecting North America’s peoples.
For many years, unauthorized immigration was the United States’
predominant border concern. These worries increased during the
1980s and 1990s as migration grew. Migrant apprehensions along the
United States’ southwest border peaked in 2001 at 1.6 million.82
In the wake of September 11, terrorism jumped to the top of North
America’s security priorities. Though none of the terrorists came
into the United States through border crossings, the assault exposed
the United States’ vulnerability to attacks on its soil; border security
became the locus of new efforts to keep the nation safe. The threat
posed by international terrorist organizations, largely based outside
North America, continues to reverberate across the continent.
The proliferation of transnational criminal organizations operating along the southern U.S. border and beyond is another twenty-firstcentury threat. Often dubbed “drug cartels,” Mexico-based entities
dominate the Western Hemisphere’s narcotics trade, exploiting their
comparative geographic advantage next to the world’s largest consumer
of illegal substances: the United States. These groups do not limit themselves to smuggling illicit narcotics; they also extort, kidnap, steal, and
traffic all types of contraband and people. Mexico continues to struggle
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to develop the institutions and capabilities to defend its democratic rule
of law. U.S. concerns have grown with the violence.
Estimates vary, but Mexico’s insecurity appears to shave at least a
percentage point off Mexico’s GDP each year.83 Given North America’s
commercial integration, these costs spill over to the country’s neighbors. The violence weakens the robustness of regional supply chains
as some businesses decide to locate production elsewhere, thereby
impeding the virtuous cycle of investment, production, employment,
and consumer demand.
Heavy security at the border can slow trade and hurt economies
and livelihoods throughout the region. It can also make the ports of
entry more chaotic as companies seek to bypass stricter security measures through informal workarounds. The disorder actually reduces
security, making it more difficult for the CBP and other agencies to
do their jobs. The Task Force believes border security and efficiency need
not be a zero-sum game. The right policies can both speed the flow of legal
goods and people and intercept illegal and dangerous ones.

U.S . P olicy
The principal U.S. response to undocumented immigration, terrorism, and transnational criminal groups has been to provide more
resources for patrolling the borders. In the past decade, the number of
Border Patrol agents on the United States’ southwest border has more
than doubled—from 8,580 in 2000 to 18,611 in 2013—and those on the
northern border increased from 306 to 2,156.84 The Border Patrol’s
budget has risen by more than 200 percent to reach some $3.4 billion
in 2013.85 Adding in Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and
other immigration enforcement programs, total funding reached more
than $18 billion in fiscal year (FY) 2014—more than all other major federal law enforcement agencies combined.
To address undocumented immigration throughout the 1990s, the
U.S. government conducted targeted campaigns to reduce illegal crossings in specific densely populated areas. These programs—including
Operation Hold the Line in El Paso, Operation Gatekeeper in San
Diego, and Operation Safeguard in Phoenix—increased the number of
agents, border resources, and fencing in those areas.
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These local models subsequently became institutionalized along
the entire border. The 2006 Secure Fence Act mandated fencing along
“not less than 700 miles” of the southwest border.86 For the other
nearly 1,300 miles, legislation ordered a combination of intelligence
and biometric screening, including remote surveillance equipment,
underground sensors, and even unarmed predator drones. U.S. law
enforcement also conducted a number of operations away from the
border, including workplace raids and audits. However, the United
States’ overarching policy toward unauthorized immigration remains
concentrated at the border.
The devastation of September 11, 2001, catapulted global terrorism
to the forefront of policymakers’ agendas. To address this danger, the
United States reached out separately to each North American neighbor, creating bilateral—instead of trilateral—security agreements.
With Canada, this resulted in the Smart Border Declaration and
Action Plan, which encompassed intelligence sharing, cargo screening,
and border management. With Mexico, the new security arrangement
took the form of the U.S.-Mexico Border Partnership Agreement—
also known as the Smart Border Accord—which focused on a similar,
though more limited, set of issues as well as border infrastructure. Both
agreements included biometrics and prescreening programs (such as
NEXUS at the U.S.-Canadian border and the Secure Electronic Network for Travelers Rapid Inspection, or SENTRI, at the U.S.-Mexican
border) and created common standards for assessing individual and
commercial vehicle risk levels.
A renewed interest in tracking who was entering and leaving the
United States resulted in a push to record all arrivals and exits. A tracking system had been mandated in the 1996 Immigration Act but was
never implemented.87 After the September 11 attacks, the U.S. government began collecting biometric records on entries through the United
States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology (US-VISIT)
program; the U.S. government initially collected this information at airports and later did so for third-country nationals crossing land borders.
More recently, the United States began tracking airport departures and
exchanging data with Canada on entries and exits. These efforts were
combined with monitoring databases such as the Automated Biometric
Identification System (IDENT), which rapidly compares fingerprints
against a national criminal database. In 2007, the Western Hemisphere
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Travel Initiative required all North American citizens to carry a passport or passport card when crossing U.S. borders, ending the earlier,
more lenient identification policies. However, the United States has still
not created a comprehensive entry-exit system.
The September 11 attacks also led to the creation of the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), merging many agencies
and responsibilities. Border control—through CBP, ICE, and U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)—represents the largest portion of DHS’ budget, reinforcing a border-centric approach to
preventing terrorism and undocumented immigration.
President George W. Bush also established the United States Northern Command (NORTHCOM) in 2002. NORTHCOM expanded the
U.S. military’s role in defending North America from terrorism and
other national security threats. The new command’s area of responsibility encompasses the land, sea, and air from the Arctic down to
Mexico’s southern border. NORTHCOM works closely with U.S.
civilian agencies—the Department of Homeland Security, Federal
Bureau of Investigation, Central Intelligence Agency, National Security Agency, and Federal Emergency Management Agency, among
others. NORTHCOM also coordinates closely with both Canadian
and Mexican military and security agencies; it is linked to NORAD,
the U.S.-Canada air defense partnership that dates back to the 1950s,
through a shared commander.
To help address rising violence and organized crime, the United
States expanded bilateral security cooperation and aid to Mexico
through the 2008 Mérida Initiative, which promised $1.4 billion over
three years to support Mexico’s law enforcement.88 This undertaking represented a fundamental shift in bilateral relations, overcoming
Mexico’s historical resistance to involvement with the U.S. military and security services. The Obama administration revised and
expanded the Mérida Initiative’s mission in 2010, shifting from an
emphasis on military equipment to a comprehensive bilateral strategy
that seeks to reduce the operations and influence of organized crime.
The initiative now encompasses the following four pillars: disrupting the operational capacity of organized crime; institutionalizing
the rule of law; creating a twenty-first-century border; and building
strong and resilient communities.
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P olicy Consequence s: I n tended
and Un i n tended
U.S. policies have added security but have also slowed the movement
of legitimate people and goods. The number of personal vehicles crossing the border through U.S. ports of entry fell over the past decade
from 129 million cars in 2000 to 95 million in 2012, and total passengers dropped from 329 million to 177 million.89 The number of bus and
train passengers and pedestrians also fell, reflecting the growing wait
times, security checks, and difficulties of making border crossings.90
Stricter inspections and the longer wait times make trade more expensive. These constraints damage the binational fluidity that has defined
border communities for decades, changing the traditional way of life
for residents who live along the border.
Programs such as SENTRI, NEXUS, Global Entry, C-TPAT, and
FAST have reduced wait times by separating trusted and lesser-known
travelers. The U.S.-Canada Beyond the Border initiative includes
modest joint law enforcement activities such as Operation Shiprider,
which teams U.S. Coast Guard and Royal Canadian Mounted Police
officers to patrol shared waterways. U.S. federal law enforcement officials have forged Integrated Border Enforcement Teams with their
Canadian counterparts to share information on cross-border law
enforcement issues. The United States and Mexico have launched the
Twenty-First Century Border Management initiative.
New pilot programs are designed to overcome some problems while
meeting security standards. In June 2013, the United States and Canada
launched a pre-inspection initiative at the Pacific Highway border
crossing south of Vancouver and at the Buffalo and Fort Erie Peace
Bridge; this pilot places U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers
on the Canadian side of the border to clear U.S.-bound goods before
they reach the physical border. Mexico’s customs office is pre-clearing
air cargo bound from Laredo, Texas, to Mexico. CBP officers will soon
be pre-clearing goods in Mexico for entry at Otay Mesa, San Diego.
Both countries are discussing a similar project along the U.S.-Mexico
border outside El Paso, Texas.
The Task Force finds that, over a decade after the shock of September
11, U.S. border management efforts have not maximized security at the
lowest reasonable cost. As a result, North American integration has been
harmed—creating unnecessary losses for all three countries. New pilots and
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initiatives hold promise, but they should be tested and, where appropriate,
expanded. The U.S. government and its Canadian and Mexican partners
should pursue a process of continuous border innovation.
The Mérida Initiative against drug trafficking and organized crime
has had uneven results. Since 2009, Mexico has successfully captured
or killed more than two-thirds of the most-wanted drug traffickers
and substantially disrupted the operations of powerful criminal networks.91 Many of these high-profile operations resulted from bilateral
intelligence and cooperation. Yet the removal of top drug traffickers has
led quickly to successors, or consolidation with other cartels. Targeting “kingpins” should be part of a larger strategy of atomization, dismantling large criminal organizations by fragmenting them into many
smaller groups that can then be effectively countered by professionalized police and a functioning criminal justice system.
The fight against crime and violence requires an effective domestic judicial system. Mexico has strengthened the rule of law, but many
challenges remain. Mexico’s law enforcement and supreme court have
substantially increased their independence and professionalism over
the past three decades. A set of constitutional and legislative reforms in
2008 set in motion a fundamental transformation of the court system,
though the implementation of these changes has been slow. Even as
Mexico nears the 2016 deadline for the transition to the new system,
only about half of its thirty-one states have fully overhauled their judicial structures.92 In the meantime, Mexico has used extradition to try
many of its most lethal criminals in U.S. courts.
Mexico has expanded and professionalized its federal police,
although it remains just 10 percent of Mexico’s police forces, even with
the addition of a new five-thousand-person gendarmerie. State and
local police, comprising some 350,000 officers, often remain underfunded, underpaid, and unreliable.
Initiatives to modernize the border and build “resilient communities”—the third and fourth pillars of the Mérida Initiative—lag even
farther behind. Investment in ports of entry and border infrastructure has not matched the increase in trade. Furthermore, programs to
address the underlying socioeconomic factors behind rising crime rates
are limited to a few pilots in cities such as Ciudad Juárez.
U.S. aid flows to Mexico have increased from around $70 million
in 2005—before the Mérida Initiative—to roughly $250 million a year
from FY2011 to FY2014. (The FY2015 expenditure is expected to fall
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to $130 million).93 This spending is small compared to U.S. outlays in
Afghanistan—which receives more than $2 billion per year—or in the
context of Mexico’s annual federal security budget of some $11 billion
in FY2014.94 Canada sent $13 million in foreign aid to Mexico in 2012.95
Finally, despite emphasizing shared responsibility for much of Mexico’s violence, the United States has done little to address domestic
factors that affect Mexico’s security. Illegal flows of weapons continue
unabated. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives
(ATF) traced 70 percent of a sample of seized guns provided by Mexican authorities between 2008 and 2012 to dealers in the United States.96
The expiration of the Federal Assault Weapons Ban in 2004 lifted the
prohibition on the manufacture of certain types of semiautomatic firearms for civilian use. Some research has shown its absence has made
it easier to obtain assault weapons in Mexico, in particular close to the
U.S.-Mexico border.97
An estimated $6 billion to $29 billion a year in illegal Mexican drug
revenues enters into licit financial systems through banks, business,
and trade-based money laundering.98 U.S. illegal drug consumption
continues to pull drugs northward (even as the United States produces a significant amount of its own drugs). And while the consumption of cocaine and methamphetamine has fallen, the use of other
drugs—particularly marijuana, opioid pain relievers, and the black tar
heroin produced in Mexico—has grown.99 The 2012 National Survey
on Drug Use and Health finds that overall roughly 9 percent, or 28 million people, in the United States over the age of twelve had used illegal
drugs in the past month.100
The Task Force believes that the United States and Canada have a shared
interest and responsibility with Mexico in combating drug trafficking and
organized crime and in strengthening Mexico’s democratic rule of law.
These regional threats require regional responses.

T h i nk i ng Con t i nen tally
Close ties among the three countries’ law enforcement agencies have
led to a number of successful security efforts, especially in identifying
and keeping suspected criminals or terrorists out of the region. Nevertheless, the U.S. focus on border control can be counterproductive,
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displacing rather than reducing risk. The Task Force believes that the
United States should shift from border-centric security toward a strategy
of combining perimeter protection with security in depth through the use of
intelligence, risk assessment, shared capabilities, and joint actions throughout the region.
Almost all of the United States’ current regional security efforts have
been based on dual bilateralism: the United States creates two separate
and parallel sets of policies for Mexico and Canada. Although the U.S.Canada Beyond the Border framework takes steps toward continental
security, it leaves Mexico out. Likewise, the U.S.-Mexico Twenty-First
Century Border Management initiative excludes Canada.
This dual bilateralism divides North America. It discourages even
discussing—much less promoting—a trilateral approach to security.
Bilateral security efforts can often make it easier to solve problems and
develop border management models. However, by emphasizing the differences between the U.S.-Canadian and the U.S.-Mexican security
relationships, rather than the commonalities, the United States forgoes
advantages of a continental approach. For example, regional intelligence sharing and threat detection could help mitigate threats before
they ever reach U.S. borders. The Task Force acknowledges the differences
between the U.S.-Mexican and U.S.-Canadian security relationships but
believes that the development of a comprehensive North American security
approach, over time, would improve U.S. and North American security.

Emergi ng T hreats
By encouraging a North American perspective, the United States can
also promote combined assessments of and actions on broader security
challenges. Organized crime in Central America is a serious security
issue for North America. Located between the Andean cocaine producers and Mexico’s drug transit corridors, Central America’s countries
face severe threats from the Western Hemisphere’s drug trafficking. Consider homicide rates of 90 per 100,000 people in Honduras,
44 per 100,000 in Belize, 41 per 100,000 in El Salvador, and 40 per
100,000 in Guatemala—compared to 30 per 100,000 in Colombia and
31 per 100,000 in South Africa. Central America is one of the world’s
most violent regions, with entrenched criminal gangs and threatened
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political and governmental institutions.101 The recent surge of children
fleeing Central America underscores the direct effects of these dangers
on the United States.
The Central American-Dominican Republic Free Trade Agreement
(CAFTA-DR) offers economic possibilities for these small countries,
but growth, investment, and economic opportunity require security,
effective governance, and safety. Drug traffickers and gangs have corrupted fragile institutions. North America faces a risk of threatened
states on its southern border. To counter this danger, North America
should combine security, good governance, rule of law, and economic opportunity—in a fashion analogous to Plan Colombia. The Caribbean region
also periodically poses risks of instability, drug trafficking, migration,
and organized crime. The Task Force believes that North America should
address security challenges in Central America and the Caribbean more
effectively and efficiently by working together.
The Arctic—North America’s fourth coast—poses new security
challenges too. The Arctic is soon expected to resemble the Baltic Sea,
with an ice layer during the winter but navigable by vessels at other
times of the year. This dramatic change will present new economic
opportunities and security issues—including new shipping channels,
which may significantly cut travel times between Asia and Europe; new
industrial fishing; and large hydrocarbon and mineral reserves.
Arctic governance requires coordination among many nations
and interests. The Arctic Council—composed of the United States,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, and Sweden—
offers a forum for designing a comprehensive framework for the region.
The United States has only one active heavy icebreaker, Polar Star,
and one medium icebreaker, Healy, with plans to add a third ship.
Canada has six icebreakers, though none heavy, and is planning the
construction of one additional vessel. Russia maintains four active
heavy icebreakers and six medium icebreakers.102 The ice is melting faster
than the policies to govern the Arctic are being developed. The Task Force
believes that North America would be best served by a unified planning and
execution of Arctic policy.

North American Community

The United States, Canada, and Mexico are increasingly linked through
individuals, families, and communities. Some thirty-four million Mexicans and Mexican-Americans and more than three million Canadians
and Canadian-Americans live in the United States. Nearly one million
U.S. expatriates and a large number of Canadians live, at least part of
the year, in Mexico. Another one million to two million U.S. citizens
and a growing number of Mexicans live in Canada.
Shorter stays are numerous. U.S. citizens choose Mexico for their
getaways more than any other foreign locale. Mexicans and Canadians
return the favor, comprising the largest groups of tourists entering the
United States: a combined thirty-four million visitors each year who
contribute an estimated $35 billion to the U.S. economy.103 Workers,
students, and shoppers routinely cross the borders; there were 230 million land border crossings in 2012, or roughly 630,000 a day.104 Indigenous communities also span the border, with residents frequently
crossing back and forth.
North America also shares a workforce: companies and corporations now make products and provide services in all three countries.
With integrated supply chains, employees in one country depend on
the performance of those in another; together, they contribute to the
quality and competitiveness of final products that are sold regionally
or globally.
The North American community extends beyond people. The
region shares the air, water, and biodiversity, as well as the challenges
of natural disasters, pollution, and viruses. North America’s leaders
should both recognize and better manage these diverse and extensive
continental connections.
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I mm igrat ion
The CFR-sponsored Independent Task Force Report on U.S. Immigration Policy from 2009 delves into these complex and controversial
subjects.105 The movement of people across North America is a critical
component of the continent’s potential. The ability to build a stronger
and more competitive North America will depend, in significant part,
on the future regional labor force.
Over the past thirty years, an unprecedented wave of Mexicans traveled north to the United States. Many came in search of economic betterment. Demographics, too, played an important role in pushing many
young Mexicans to immigrate to the United States. In the 1960s and
1970s, Mexico’s mortality rate fell faster than the fertility rate, creating
a youth bulge in the 1980s and 1990s that flooded the weak domestic job
market. The U.S. economy—combined with weak border and workplace enforcement and limited immigration numbers for low-skilled
workers—created a large demand for people.
Mexicans became the United States’ largest immigrant group, comprising roughly a third of all migrants. Mexican immigrants peaked at
more than twelve million in 2009—equal to some 10 percent of Mexico’s total population.106 In recent years, this movement has begun to
recede.107 Today, net migration between the United States and Mexico
stands at zero. Indeed, Asians have recently supplanted Hispanics as the
largest group of new immigrants arriving in the United States.108 This
decline in Mexican immigration results from changes in the factors that
originally drew Mexicans to the United States: shifts in economic prospects, demographics, and opportunities at home.
Canada is even more dependent on migrants, with more than 20 percent of its population born in a different country. Few of these immigrants come from the United States or Mexico; the countries with the
most migrants to Canada include the Philippines, India, and China.
Canada has used an immigration “points system” that favors highskilled immigrants and encourages more rapid integration by prioritizing those immigrants who have already spent time in Canada.
As a traditional country of emigration, Mexico’s immigration policies are different from those of its northern neighbors. These dynamics are beginning to change. With roughly 1.4 million former emigrants
returning to Mexico between 2005 and 2010, the country can utilize the
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skills and capital that migrants bring home. Mexico also now faces an
inflow of people born abroad—immigrants grew from just under five
hundred thousand in 2000 to almost one million in 2010. More than
three-quarters of these immigrants were born in the United States; the
vast majority are children under the age of fifteen.109 Mexico is also an
important transit country for hundreds of thousands of Central American immigrants en route to the United States.110
U.S. immigration and labor mobility policies lag the deepened economic and demographic ties between the three sovereign nations. The
Task Force believes that a stronger and more united North America needs
coherent policies for the movement of people within the region—and that
the laws that reflect these policies should be enforced.

Economic Growth
Most economists believe that immigration is a net benefit for an economy, but that gains are unevenly distributed. Benefits vary by race,
gender, and educational levels. Some early studies found that nativeborn men in the United States who lack a high school degree are set
back by immigration, losing an estimated two dollars a week in earnings. Previous immigrants are also hurt as they compete with the new
arrivals.111 More recent estimates, however, do not find that immigration harms any educational or gender category, though they find that
some categories benefit much more than others.112 Studies suggest that
much of the downward pressure on wages stems from the unauthorized status of illegal workers rather than from immigration. A Center
for American Progress report estimated that providing a path to legalization would raise wages for undocumented workers by 15 percent.113
Immigrants can help revive struggling neighborhoods and increase
consumer demand for goods and services. Immigrants open businesses
and create jobs—in 2011, they started 28 percent of all new U.S. companies, employing one in ten U.S. workers.114 Still, some communities
receiving immigrants have struggled to include people from different
backgrounds or cultures, even while benefiting economically.
Immigrants also pay taxes and use public services. A study by the
National Research Council estimates that immigrants in the United
States, including the undocumented, pay on average nearly $1,800
more in taxes than they receive in benefits.115 The U.S. Congressional
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Budget Office estimates that an immigration reform that changes the
legal status of undocumented workers would have a net benefit for U.S.
revenues, boosting federal income and social security tax inflows by
some $450 billion over the next decade even as federal spending for
these immigrants is expected to increase by $261 billion, primarily for
tax credits and health care—adding up to a $197 billion surplus over the
next ten years.116
The Task Force believes that the enforcement of immigration laws and
the establishment of appropriate policy objectives are critical to maximizing the significant contributions immigrants make to North American communities, economic growth, and regional competitiveness.

U.S. Policy
The focus of U.S. policy in recent years has been on undocumented
immigration, with a priority of safeguarding the border and stopping
flows of unauthorized people. Between 2009 and 2013, the Obama
administration deported nearly two million individuals, with Mexicans making up the vast majority. Over the past two years, however, the
removals have included increasing numbers of Central Americans.
Individual states have enacted a steady stream of immigrationrelated legislation, passing more than 1,900 laws and resolutions
between 2008 and 2013.117 Some of the initiatives were restrictive,
punishing landlords or businesses that rent to or hire undocumented
immigrants or making it a criminal offense for immigrants not to have
official identification on hand. Yet sixty cities—including San Francisco, New York, Washington, Houston, and Philadelphia—designated themselves as sanctuaries and limited police officers’ ability to
inquire about immigration status.
Emigration from Mexico has fallen significantly and assumed new
forms. Border enforcement has reduced illegal border crossings. The
border buildup has pushed people away from urban areas to lessinhabited and more rugged terrain, increasing the number of migrant
deaths. Greater law enforcement has raised the cost of crossing the
border for undocumented migrants and attracted organized crime;
these groups now control most human smuggling across the border. A
hardened border has also created strong incentives for unauthorized
immigrants to stay, or at least stay longer, in the United States rather
than come and go in the traditional pattern of “circular migration.”
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The United States’ neighbors have also recently modified their
immigration laws. Canada continues to use its points system but now
places a greater emphasis on specific job skills, fluency in either English
or French, and prearranged employment. In 2011, Mexico passed a new
immigration law to strengthen the rights of international migrants and
implement new visa categories that better facilitate entry and exit. The
changes are not expected to affect relations with the United States but
could improve the treatment of Central American migrants in Mexico.

Regional Workforce
Compared to the rest of the world, North America enjoys an enviable
demographic pyramid: the region’s population is relatively young and
fertile. North America benefits from larger families—averaging just
over two children per family versus 1.6 in Europe and 1.7 in China—
with the advantage coming largely from Mexico’s younger population
and slightly higher birth rates.118 In fact, Mexico is currently in the
middle of its “demographic bonus”—the country’s working-age adults
outnumber children and the elderly. By comparison, the United States’
and Canada’s demographics are more mature, but their age pyramids
have been tempered by their relatively open immigration policies. The
region’s future workforce size—a fundamental factor in calculating
future economic growth—also compares favorably, with 22 percent
of North Americans below thirty years old, compared to 16 percent in
both China and Europe.
North America has yet to make the most of its demographic advantages. It is falling behind on educating and training its young people.
In the 2012 Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)
scores—an international test that measures knowledge and skills of
fifteen-year-olds—Mexico ranked last among the thirty-four member
countries in the OECD in math, reading, and science; Mexico was
in the bottom quarter in each category when assessing the full set of
sixty-four countries that took part. U.S. students ranked above the
OECD average in reading but scored below the average in math and
science.119 Only Canadian students ranked among the top seven countries in each category.
This poor performance, combined with an aging population, positions North America to face severe talent shortages. By 2030, the World
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Economic Forum estimates that the United States will need to add
twenty-five million workers to sustain its current level of economic
growth.120 Canada, too, faces similar labor deficits; the Conference
Board of Canada predicted a shortage of nearly a million workers, out
of a total population of thirty-four million, by 2020.121 Many analysts
argue that Mexico is already experiencing a shortage of skilled workers,
especially for advanced manufacturing.
The Task Force finds that North America’s demographics could offer the
region a global advantage. But regional economic integration has not been
matched by integrated policies for education and workforce development.
Quality education and skills development matched to economic need
will be important for both national and regional economic growth and
competitiveness.

U.S. Policy
In May 2013, Presidents Obama and Peña Nieto proposed a United
States-Mexico Bilateral Forum on Higher Education, Innovation, and
Research to foster greater educational cooperation between Mexico and
the United States, making education and academic exchanges a priority
on the bilateral agenda. This forum is meant to ensure “that Mexicans
and Americans work together on the cutting edge of new technologies
and thinking” for the benefit of both economies.122 It has set the ambitious goal of having one hundred thousand Mexican students studying
in the United States by 2018. This project has just begun, but if the initiative proceeds as planned, it will create bilateral, rather than trilateral,
mechanisms for engagement; it would fail to offer a broader vision of
North America. Furthermore, the government agencies negotiating
these interchanges seem disconnected from public and private institutions of higher learning. The plans do not include the institutions that
would have to make hopes into realities. At a time when technological
changes offer great possibilities to transform educational models, the
North American countries are missing an opportunity to boost their
human capital together.
Furthermore, the number of North American students who study
abroad within the region remains small. In the 2012–2013 school year,
some 27,000 Canadians and 14,000 Mexicans studied in the United
States—only 3.3 percent and 1.7 percent of U.S. international students,
respectively.123 By comparison, there were 235,500 Chinese students,
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70,627 Indian students, and 44,566 Saudi students during the same
time period. U.S. students in Canada and Mexico are few and declining. From the fifth-most-popular study-abroad destination in 1998–99
(7,300 U.S. students), Mexico fell to fifteenth (3,800 students) by the
2011–2012 school year, largely due to security concerns. Academic interchanges with Canada are more common—some 10,000 U.S. students
enroll individually and independently in Canadian universities (second
only to U.S. students in the United Kingdom), though official studyabroad programs languish.124 The Task Force believes the three North
American countries should promote student exchanges, which could help
build a continental outlook.
Current tools to encourage the development of a North American
labor force are limited. The nonimmigrant NAFTA Professional, or
Treaty NAFTA, visa was supposed to enable the movement of skilled
professionals. The TN visa allows for certain Mexican and Canadian
employees—those in specific professions with cross-border business
responsibilities—to work for up to three years in the United States.
However, these visas are underused—about 9,500 individuals received
the visa in 2013.125 This is due in part to the uncertainty of receiving the
visa (the categories are ill-defined) and in part to its very temporary
nature (one year, though renewable). These issues encourage skilled
individuals to pursue other visa categories and green cards.
For workers who do move among NAFTA countries, the lack of recognition of degrees and credentials hinders the creation of a regional
workforce. Few professions or regulated trades recognize the qualifications earned in the other NAFTA partners. Nor do they facilitate the
practice of skilled trades across borders. Although a small number of
professions, such as lawyers and architects, have standardized practice requirements, most professionals must essentially start over in the
other countries. For instance, foreign practitioners of U.S. medicine
must undergo a lengthy process to verify that their medical training
matches U.S. criteria and then usually must complete a residency program in the United States, even if their competence has been verified in
their previous country.
The processes to fix these issues are complex. No single U.S. authority has the power to establish official credentials; recognition is either
the responsibility of an individual school, association, or state licensing board. In Canada, provincial authorities oversee credential recognition for positions in regulated industries. The Task Force finds that this
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patchwork approach limits standardization, harmonization, and ultimately
the transferability of degrees, which in turn creates costs for workers, businesses, and local economies. These costs are growing because the North
American economies are facing labor shortages for workers who are highly
skilled and have specific training in certain sectors.

Shared Envi ronmen ts
The United States, Canada, and Mexico share their air, waterways,
wildlife, and ecosystems. Actions in one country often have far-reaching consequences for the others. The three countries have a long history
of working together on managing and conserving the region’s natural
resources, and of cooperating on issues such as cross-border protection
of national parks and migratory wildlife.126
At times, shared resources have raised tensions, such as with transboundary water issues. The United States and Mexico share water from
the Colorado River, which passes through seven U.S. states before
crossing the border into Mexico. The Rio Grande, called the Rio Bravo
in Mexico—which defines the border for 1,255 miles—has tributaries in
both nations.
The frameworks for bilateral water management with Mexico go
back more than a hundred years, to the first efforts to allocate levels in
1906. In 1944, the two countries created the Water Treaty to arbitrate
water disputes and set new allocation levels. (The United States agreed
to provide 10 percent of the Colorado River’s water to Mexico, and
Mexico agreed to provide the United States with one-third of the Rio
Grande water originating south of the border.)127
In the seventy years since the 1944 treaty, the southwest border
area’s population, agricultural output, and manufacturing have grown
dramatically. The Colorado River’s water supports 15 percent of the
crops in the United States and a significant portion of the agriculture
in Mexico’s northern states; the Colorado is now an “over-allocated
basin” because the region’s demand has outstripped supply.128 In
recent years, recurring droughts have further stretched water supplies.
The U.S. and Mexican governments have worked to address rising
demand and disputes over water quantity, quality, and conservation
(including water basin and reservoir management) through various
amendments to the original treaty. In regular meetings, the countries
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discuss issues such as Mexico’s Rio Grande water debt, which has risen
in recent years due to droughts.129
Along the northern border, the United States and Canada have managed water resources cooperatively for more than a hundred years. The
International Waterways Treaty of 1909, also known as the Boundary
Waters Treaty, created the International Joint Commission to settle
water disputes. This framework helped manage the creation of the Saint
Lawrence Seaway, a collection of locks, channels, and canals that connects the Great Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean. One of the central bilateral
water issues between Canada and the United States has been pollution
and invasive species in the Great Lakes, though there also have been
disagreements over water diversion.
These frameworks to deal with water have been remarkably successful. They have adapted usefully to meet new challenges, such as
increased salinity and droughts. Still, tensions remain. Some binational water sources, such as local aquifers, are largely unregulated.
As water becomes a scarcer commodity, cooperation on water management will become even more important. The Task Force finds that
previous and current water management mechanisms have worked relatively well in addressing the use of shared resources, but it recognizes the
need for continued regional cooperation because demands on limited
water resources will grow.

Joi n t Preparedne ss for Disaster s
North America’s three countries have to deal with man-made and
natural disasters. Deeper integration of cross-border infrastructure,
such as electricity grids, provides greater resilience but also creates
mutual vulnerability. Natural disasters affect communities in all three
countries. The consequences of man-made disasters—including an
attack on energy infrastructure, transportation networks, or healthcare systems in any of the three countries—could extend far beyond
national boundaries.
In recent years, North America has customized responses to meet
dangers. In the wake of Hurricane Katrina, for example, both Canada
and Mexico sent support teams to assist. After Hurricane Sandy, Canadian utility crews arrived in Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey to
help restore power. Nevertheless, considering an increasing likelihood
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of disasters that will necessitate cooperative responses by one or more
of the countries, the governments should assess procedural barriers to
fast action in future emergencies. For example, anticipatory work could
address the need for legal waivers and documentation to transport vital
supplies and facilitate cross-border evacuations.

Regional Healt h
Diseases take no notice of borders. The 2009 H1N1 flu pandemic
quickly spread from the United States to Mexico and then to Canada
and beyond; although the death toll was relatively low, the epidemic
proved costly to businesses, schools, and health care.130 This incident
highlighted the interconnected nature of North America’s peoples as
well as the agility of North American health agencies during the crisis.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and its Canadian and Mexican counterparts worked together to identify the strain,
diminish its spread, and ameliorate the symptoms of those affected.
They were assisted by previous work on pandemic disease done under
the now-defunct SPP.
The rapid and coordinated response reflects the generally robust
cooperation among the three nations’ health-care systems and the
networks of research centers. The partnership also extends to the Pan
American Health Organization (PAHO)—the Western Hemispheric
organization for cooperation on health partnerships—with the North
American countries often taking similar positions. The three countries’
most recent effort is the North American Plan for Animal and Pandemic Influenza, which incorporates lessons learned and best practices
from working together in order to strengthen international response
capabilities for health emergencies.
North America has not developed a coordinated plan to produce and
disburse vaccines and drugs. The three nations also have not created an
integrated real-time database to alert governments to tainted medicines
or other consumer products. Developing such a system is vital, given
the interconnectedness of regional supply chains. The Task Force recognizes the strong cooperation among the three North American countries in
preparing the continent for pandemics and health emergencies. It believes
the three countries can build on these foundations to integrate and streamline procedures and to ensure the continued health of North Americans.
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North America’s diverse peoples are its most important resource.
They are already deeply intertwined as families, workforces, and
communities. Streamlining movement across the continent, capitalizing on demographic opportunities, and investing in education and
training will enhance the continent’s regional competitiveness in a
global economy.

Recommendations

Consider the assets of North America: a population of almost half a billion; the potential for energy self-sufficiency and even exports; a wealth
of human and mineral resources; peaceful and friendly neighbors; and
markets for agriculture, manufacturing, services, technology, and innovation that account for more than a quarter of the world’s economy. If the
three democracies of North America work closely together, they will be
the principal force in the world for decades to come. Canada, Mexico,
and the United States have unique histories and traditions, but in combination these variances can be strengths. Together, North Americans
should work to build a resilient, integrated, mutually supportive partnership that will increase their prosperity, boost security, and enhance
the three countries’ position globally. They can demonstrate a model
of constructive integration that respects national sovereignties. For the
United States in particular, North American integration can broaden,
deepen, and protect the continental base for the global projection of
U.S. influence and values.
It is time to put North America at the forefront of U.S. policy. The Task
Force calls, first and foremost, for the U.S. government to recognize North
America’s importance for U.S. national security and prosperity. The Task
Force urges the three countries to work together to develop and act on a
common vision for North America. The guiding framework for U.S. relations with its neighbors should be: trilateral where we can, bilateral where
we must.
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Organ i zi ng t he U.S . Federal
Governmen t to Shape
a Nort h Amer ican P olicy
To change the U.S. outlook toward its home continent, North America
needs to receive continuous, not episodic, attention.
The Task Force recommends designating a senior U.S. official as the
North American “champion” who will press for consistent policies across
agencies and topics. Given the power relations within the U.S. government, this person would need to be the vice president, secretary
of state, secretary of the treasury, or perhaps the national security
adviser. The individual’s interest in the role is more important than
his or her bureaucratic base. The assignment would need to be backed
by presidential support, including through the White House and
National Security Council.
Various models have been used over the years to focus and integrate
U.S. intergovernmental processes in dealing with priority relationships. The current administration looks to the vice president to lead a
U.S.-Mexico High-Level Economic Dialogue. In the past, the secretary
of state led a Binational Commission of cabinet officers working with
Mexico. In other countries, the secretary of the treasury—or secretaries of state and treasury together—have led such efforts. Bureaucratic
structures and formal meetings are less important than having a senior
person who is interested and capable of driving U.S. policy toward
long-term goals for North America.
The Task Force also recommends restructuring the U.S. federal government to develop a North American viewpoint and advance continental
policies. The Task Force is well aware of the poor record of using governmental reorganizations to address strategic and policy problems. However, in this case, to counter the tendency to treat North America as an
afterthought and to press diverse departments to work together to shape
coherent policy, the Task Force believes new structures would reinforce a
new continental approach.
First, the National Security Council’s Directorate for Western Hemisphere Affairs should be divided into two offices, one for North America
and one for South America. A North American Directorate is necessary
to facilitate coordination across an especially vast interagency community that deals with Mexico and Canada. Second, the Department of
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State’s Bureau of Western Hemisphere Affairs should be divided into two
bureaus as well, with one responsible for North American policy. Given
the interconnectedness and interdependence of Central America and
the Caribbean with North America, many Task Force members would
also assign these countries to the North American units. This allocation
would encourage the devotion of more serious and regular attention to
these small countries, which periodically have disproportionate effects
on the United States because of geographic proximity. Other departments, for example the Department of Homeland Security, should consider
complementary organizational steps to better address North America as a
whole. The Task Force notes that the Department of Defense already
established NORTHCOM as a Unified Combatant Command in 2002,
with Southern Command responsible for the rest of the hemisphere.
The Task Force also encourages greater U.S. congressional engagement
with the Mexican congress and Canadian parliament. Increased interparliamentary exchanges could contribute to the development of a regional agenda.
The Task Force would also advise the Senate Foreign Relations and House
Foreign Affairs Committees to create subcommittees for North America.

Encourage State and Local Cooperation
Many interactions among the three countries occur at the state and
local levels. The Pacific Northwest Economic Region (PNWER) brings
together policymakers and private sector representatives from the U.S.
states of Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Montana, and Washington and those
from the Canadian provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and the Yukon and Northwest Territories to promote effective
cross-border policies. Interchanges between border-state governors
and premiers help identify common problems and facilitate cooperative action.
The U.S. National Governors Association has separate discussions with its Mexican and Canadian counterparts. While respecting state and local prerogatives, federal governments and national
associations could encourage more extensive interactions among the
region’s state legislators, mayors, city leaders, and other officials, such
as attorneys general. The Task Force recommends the U.S. government
support interactions and possible cooperation among governors, premiers, mayors, legislators, and other officials. The three national governments could share the experience of various groups, support cooperation,
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and facilitate connections with others. State and local officials from across
borders should be encouraged to identify emerging problems and suggest
solutions. While seeking to avoid unproductive processes, the national governments might meet with cross-border groups during the annual North
American Leaders’ Summit.

E xpandi ng t he Nort h Amer ican
Energy Relat ionsh i p
Energy should become a fundamental pillar of North America’s new
partnership. Considering the boom in U.S. production, Mexico’s historic energy sector reforms, and Canada’s increased development,
North America has the opportunity to become an integrated, self-sufficient energy market as well as a significant exporter of oil and natural
gas. Increased and more efficient production will benefit many other
industries too.
An integrated North American energy market will require significant investment in energy infrastructure, the removal of restrictions
on energy trade, and enhanced mechanisms for North American
cooperation. Common efforts to develop transmission networks,
low-carbon energy technologies, and high environmental standards
for energy production will help all three countries achieve environmental and carbon objectives.
The Task Force recommends that the North American countries
develop a regional energy strategy, with full respect for sovereignty and
national sensitivities.

Strengthen the North American
Energy Infrastructure
Restrictions on the free flow of energy create bottlenecks, inefficiencies, and unintended problems. The integration of North America’s
energy fields, refineries, and markets will facilitate the availability of
stable and lower-cost energy.
For economic, environmental, and diplomatic reasons, the Task Force
recommends that the U.S. government encourage increased energy connections with Canada and Mexico. The U.S. government should approve
additional pipeline capacity, including the Keystone XL pipeline. The Task
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Force also recommends that the three countries develop common rail safety
standards for oil transport to reduce the chance of spills.
The electricity interconnections between the United States and
Canada increase both access to supplies and grid resilience. With the
opening of Mexico’s electricity sector, the United States could increase
electricity grid coordination along the southern border. This interconnection could also enable Mexico to benefit from the lower cost of U.S.
electricity (because of natural gas development). Because the benefits
of new investments in Mexico’s more open oil sector could take years
to appear, the gains from electric-grid partnerships could help sustain
Mexican public support for the extensive energy reforms. The Task
Force recommends that the United States work with Mexico to expand
cross-border electricity connections along the border (building on current links between California in the United States and Baja California in
Mexico). This interconnection may require speeding permitting processes
and working with local governments and the private sector to develop
financing options.

Address Environmental Protection
and Climate Change
The Task Force encourages a market-based approach to carbon pricing
and the harmonization of policies across the region to minimize the shift of
carbon-intensive activities. Assuming the Obama administration proceeds
with the regulation of power plants’ carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, the
U.S. government should work with Canada and Mexico to make these standards consistent across North America.
North America can lead the way in continuing to reduce the amount
of energy needed to generate a unit of GDP. The Task Force urges the
three nations to cooperate on the development and diffusion of technologies
that promote energy conservation and reduce carbon impact.
The Task Force suggests the creation of a North American Energy Council to provide advice to federal policymakers and highlight issues that the
three independent legislative branches could address. The council would
build on the call at the 2014 North American Leaders’ Summit for trilateral meetings among energy ministers. It would facilitate preparation and action between the energy ministers’ meetings. The council’s
primary responsibilities would include identifying improvements to
the safety and security of cross-border energy infrastructure; areas for
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cooperation on environmental and safety standards; energy-efficient
technologies and practices; and barriers to collaboration. This group
could include representatives from the three countries’ national governments, private sectors, states and provinces, civil societies, environmental groups, academia, and research communities.

End Restrictions on U.S. Oil
and Natural Gas Exports
U.S. law restricts the export of crude oil to countries other than
Canada. U.S. exports of natural gas to countries with which the United
States does not have a free trade agreement require a license from the
Department of Energy. (DOE is to grant the license unless it finds the
export would be contrary to the national interest.) Natural gas exports
also require approval by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
Export restrictions run counter to the United States’ goals of promoting open trade in energy, reducing the U.S. trade deficit, combating
resource nationalism, and encouraging free markets. Increased exports
are more likely to spur U.S. energy investment and production. North
American natural gas supplies could enhance the energy security of
nations dependent on supplies from Russia. Competition in the global
gas markets lowers prices, supporting economic growth in important
ally countries such as Japan and encouraging fuel switching from coal
and oil to gas in rapidly growing economies such as China. The Task
Force proposes that the United States end restrictions on energy exports,
including oil and LNG. It also urges a streamlining of the cumbersome
FERC permitting process.

Enhanci ng Nort h Amer ican
Econom ic Compet i t i vene ss
The United States, Canada, and Mexico have all benefited from the
North American Free Trade Agreement. NAFTA was a big step forward—but is not the apex of North American economic cooperation. The trilateral economic relationship should be upgraded for the
twenty-first century. The Task Force recommends working toward the free
and unimpeded movement of goods and services across North America’s
common borders.
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Fulfill NAFTA’s Terms
The United States should comply with all its NAFTA commitments.
The Task Force believes that the United States should fulfill its obligation to
permit cross-border trucking, which has been proved safe. The Task Force
urges a revision of the U.S. country-of-origin labeling of meat provisions
with input from all relevant parties to reduce costs, facilitate the integration of the North American market for livestock and meat, and meet U.S.
obligations. All three countries should review outstanding obligations under
NAFTA and develop plans to come into full compliance with the agreement.

Reduce Non-Tariff Trade Barriers
and Cross-Border Transaction Costs
Rules of origin have also created significant non-tariff barriers.131 The
Task Force recommends that the three governments, working with their
countries’ private sectors, review and revise NAFTA’s rules of origin to cut
costs, boost productivity, and foster regional integration.
Customs paperwork impedes regional trade, especially for joint production platforms through which goods may cross North America’s
borders multiple times before completion. The Task Force supports the
timely completion of an electronic “single window” customs system for the
United States to simplify customs paperwork and eliminate the need for
multiple filings. In February 2014, the North American Leaders’ Summit
called for such a system, and President Obama issued an executive order
to achieve this goal, but execution is critical. The Task Force also encourages the United States to work with Canada and Mexico to achieve a North
American “single window” to streamline regional commerce further.
Even though NAFTA removed tariffs among the North American
countries, it also exposed and inadvertently created other non-tariff
barriers and transaction costs. Divergent regulations create significant obstacles to joint production and trade, raise compliance costs
for businesses and their customers, have potentially harmful effects
on regional health and the environment, and increase the administrative costs to governments and taxpayers. Efforts to address these
costs—for example, through the U.S.-Mexico High-Level Regulatory
Council and the U.S.-Canada Regulatory Cooperation Council—
have not had much success.
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The Task Force recommends that each council identify particular regulatory topics that are candidates for mutual recognition or harmonization.
The councils could also explore continental cooperation in creating new
regulations. Canadian and Mexican observers should be able to attend the
meetings of the other country and the United States.

Enhance North American Logistics
and Value Chains
Logistics are critical to North American competitiveness. To meet
today’s trade demands—and those of the future—North America
needs to expand its capacity for legal border transit.
U.S. policymakers have inadequate knowledge about regional supply
chains, making it difficult to identify steps to cut costs. The Task Force
recommends investing in data collection, results assessments, and economic
return analyses for border programs and investments to better inform and
direct future investment within a North American plan. Federal governments should work with the private sector and local and state governments
to identify steps to enhance competitiveness.
The Task Force commends the trilateral announcement at the February
2014 summit of the development of a North American Transportation Plan
and urges the three governments to establish ambitious goals to address the
infrastructure and investment factors that hinder regional competitiveness
and security. The planning should work with state and local governments,
the private sector, and other experts. The Task Force also encourages the
U.S. Department of Transportation to consult with its Canadian and Mexican counterparts as it develops its National Freight Strategic Plan.

Build on Innovative Border Programs
Border management within North America relies on two bilateral
frameworks: the U.S.-Canada Beyond the Border arrangement and the
U.S.-Mexico Twenty-First Century Border Management initiative. Over
the past few years, these efforts have made significant progress. Rising
enrollment in trusted-traveler programs such as NEXUS and SENTRI
have reduced spikes in border delays during summers and have held wait
times steady even as annual trade and transit have increased. New pilot
programs to expedite trade have been launched as well.
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The Task Force recommends moving toward a border-management
goal of “cleared once, approved thrice.” Trusted-traveler programs
should become continental and reciprocal. Cargo facilitation—through
programs such as the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism
certification, Free and Secure Trade lanes, and preclearance pilot programs—should be expanded. The Task Force recommends a goal of reducing average wait times at the borders to thirty minutes or less, in either
direction, even during peak travel times.

Improve North America’s
Physical Infrastructure
North America’s borders should not become a choke point. The current infrastructure leaves trucks queuing for hours, undercutting the
advantages of geographic proximity and trade agreements while adding
unnecessary costs.
One of the bottlenecks is absence of personnel. A 2013 Government
Accountability Office report estimates a deficit of more than 3,800
Customs and Border Protection officers.132 One study shows that every
additional customs officer boosts GDP by reducing wait times at border
crossings.133 The Task Force recommends that the U.S. government review
the benefit-cost data on border staffing to consider increasing the number of
CBP officers at understaffed ports of entry, expanding the hours of operation at busy crossings, and harmonizing resources and times with Canadian
and Mexican counterparts.
Infrastructure limits diminish the benefits of programs such as
C-TPAT certification and FAST lanes and cost the North American
economies tens of billions of dollars each year. In 2011, the U.S. government estimated that a border infrastructure upgrade would require
some $6 billion over the next ten years.134
The Task Force recommends prioritizing building lanes for primary and
secondary inspections and expedited travel, and dedicated approaches for
trusted-traveler programs. The U.S. government should also seek to streamline the application and certification procedures for these programs while
preserving security.
More investment is needed in auxiliary roads, rail infrastructure,
bridges, airports, and ports that connect cross-border flows to the larger
U.S. economy. The Task Force urges action on major infrastructure legislation,
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such as the Partnership to Build America Act of 2014 and Building and the
Renewing Infrastructure for Development and Growth in Employment Act.
The Task Force also urges greater support and advisory services to help
local governments on innovative financing mechanisms, especially publicprivate partnerships. The U.S. Treasury and multilateral financial institutions already assist foreign governments with project feasibility and
design, risk assessment, financial structuring, tendering, fiscal oversight, debt management, and the handling of long-term contracts; these
programs could be expanded to assist state and local governments.135
Canadian experience with the PPP Canada program, which provides
the country’s provinces with advice and technical financing for provincial infrastructure projects, might also be instructive.
The Task Force recommends exploring an expanded role for multilateral banks in financing border infrastructure, including possibly the North
American Development Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank,
and the World Bank. The NADB was created at the time of NAFTA to
finance projects that address environmental or human health issues
along the U.S.-Mexican border.136 The Task Force suggests that the
NADB’s mandate be expanded to include regional infrastructure investments and the U.S.-Canada border. NADB’s resources may need to be
expanded as well. The Border Environment Cooperation Commission
(BECC), which works with the NADB to assess the feasibility and
environmental impact of potential projects, would need a complementary expansion in its mandate. The Task Force also encourages the North
American countries to approach the Inter-American Development Bank
and World Bank to learn best practices for public-private partnerships,
including those developed by the International Financial Corporation.

Open North America’s Roads, Skies,
and Waterways
The U.S. government should seek to open up North America’s roads,
skies, and waterways. The United States allows Canadian and Mexican
airlines to fly between U.S. cities and Canadian and Mexican cities but
does not allow airlines based in Canada or Mexico to move passengers
or luggage within the United States. The Task Force recommends the
negotiation of a North American “Open Skies” agreement that removes
these barriers in all three countries.
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The Jones Act, passed in the 1920s, requires that all vessels moving
between U.S. ports be U.S.-built, U.S.-flagged, U.S.-owned, and operated by a U.S. crew. The Task Force recommends that the United States
create a North American exception that would allow vessels that are North
American–made, –flagged, and –crewed to move between and within all
three nations, enabling more efficient transportation of goods. Cross-border
investment within the region also could help develop a more competitive
North American shipping industry.

Promote Economic Trilateralism
Deeper North American integration depends on the easier, faster, and
more legitimate movement of people and goods. Bilateral and dualbilateral endeavors will and should continue, but the Task Force recommends building and expanding trilateralism over time. The goal should be
trilateral where possible, bilateral where necessary.
At the 2014 North American Leaders’ Summit, the three governments announced the creation of a combined North American Trusted
Traveler Program, which merges the SENTRI inspection program on
the southern U.S. border and NEXUS on the northern border. The Task
Force strongly supports this trilateral trusted-traveler initiative. The experience of the Global Entry program, which automatically enrolls participants in Transportation Security Administration PreCheck, NEXUS,
and SENTRI, could be a guide.
Over the past twenty years, the three North American nations have
converged considerably in their thinking on macroeconomic principles
and trade. Their central banks and finance ministers have developed
close partnerships, including in global forums.
The United States, Canada, and Mexico are all members of the G20,
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, IDB, World Bank, WTO,
IMF, OECD, and Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum.
The Task Force recommends regular consultations among the three nations
to formulate common North American economic approaches or initiatives
in these multilateral bodies. They should support North American candidates for leadership posts.
The United States was slow in supporting Canada’s and Mexico’s
inclusion in the Trans-Pacific Partnership and has been unwilling to
include its neighbors in the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership negotiations. This parochialism overlooks the North American
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nature of many industries, as well as the significant costs that agreements might impose on regional production chains. Although the Task
Force recognizes that additional participants may add complexity to the
trade negotiations, it urges the inclusion of Canada and Mexico in TTIP
negotiations. The Task Force also urges the executive branch to work with
Congress to pass trade promotion authority, which is crucial for the successful conclusion of both agreements.
North America’s three countries should also work together to
expand partnerships with like-minded economies in Latin America. In
2012, Mexico joined Colombia, Peru, and Chile to form the Pacific Alliance. The United States and Canada already have free trade agreements
with all four of these Latin American countries. The Task Force recommends that the North American countries explore how to build on these
overlapping agreements to move toward freer hemispheric trade.

Strengt hen i ng Nort h Amer ican
Secur i t y
North America has come a long way from the wars of the nineteenth
century to today’s peaceful cooperation on common threats. This security relationship is essential to North America’s future. Insecurity in
any of the three countries undermines the ability to contribute and benefit from an integrated region.

Pursue a Unified Approach to Security
In recent years, there has been growing security cooperation along the
borders and beyond. Each North American country now gathers and
analyzes electronic data on all cargo shipments and travelers entering
each country. The U.S.-Canada Beyond the Border and U.S.-Mexico
Twenty-First Century Border Management initiatives have enabled
benchmarking for risk assessment and the development of common
inspection protocols for high-risk shipments and travelers entering
North America. The three countries also share, usually bilaterally, information and intelligence regarding common threats, including potential
terrorists and other individuals on watch lists. The interactions are
usually among local law enforcement groups. The defense departments and militaries have established trilateral meetings between the
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North American defense ministers; they work alongside each other at
NORTHCOM’s headquarters at Peterson Air Force Base.
However, North Americans are a long way from developing a unified security strategy. The United States and Canada have worked
closely on security issues throughout the twentieth century. U.S.
engagement with Mexico has been constrained by Mexico’s resistance
to a U.S. military or security presence. The United States and Canada
have also had concerns about the security of information shared with
some Mexican counterparts.
The Task Force recommends working toward a long-term goal of a
unified security strategy for North America. This process could begin by
expanding bilateral security programs to include Mexico. U.S.-Canadian
programs could be incorporated into the U.S.-Mexico Twenty-First
Century Border Management initiative; these efforts might include
considering security risks beyond borders and developing a common
assessment of risks and threats to the North American “zone.” Mexico
might also participate in the U.S.-Canada Shiprider program, which
permits joint cross-border law enforcement operations in the maritime
environment, and the Integrated Border Enforcement Teams (IBETs),
which are U.S. and Canadian multiagency law enforcement groups
that focus on cross-border criminal activity. These steps would require
Mexico to dedicate law enforcement personnel to the security of its
southern and northern borders.
To achieve a unified security strategy, the three countries should
develop the confidence to share information safely between customs
officers, border patrol agents, law enforcement, justice officials, and
militaries.

Support Mexican Efforts to Establish
a Stronger Rule of Law
The United States and Canada have a shared interest in helping Mexico
strengthen its rule of law and combat organized crime. Criminal entities not only terrorize citizens but also corrupt and destroy democratic
institutions. As the largest market for illegal substances and a major
provider of weapons to Mexican criminal networks, the United States
contributes to Mexico’s problem.
The Task Force recommends that the United States, in conjunction with
Canada, build upon the Mérida Initiative to support Mexican efforts to
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strengthen the democratic rule of law, dismantle criminal networks, contribute to the development of resilient and cohesive communities, and reduce
arms smuggling and drug consumption. A common strategy should incorporate efforts to identify and disrupt criminal organizations’ suppliers,
distribution networks, communications, and abilities to realize profits.
The United States and Canada should assist Mexico in transforming its
justice system through the training of lawyers, judges, and court officials; revising of law school curricula; and supporting the use of forensic
evidence. The sharing of intelligence—and training in effective use—
is important. These law enforcement efforts should reach to state and
local governments as well as to federal authorities.
The Task Force recognizes that the reform and professionalization of the Mexican police and criminal justice system will take time
and sustained effort. In the interim, the Task Force urges that Mexico be
encouraged to continue to extradite alleged criminals to the U.S. justice
system.
The United States should also better address its own domestic challenges—including weapons trafficking, money laundering, and demand
for illegal substances—which have fueled the violence in Mexico.
Various government and academic studies estimate that the majority
of arms used by Mexico’s criminals come from the United States and
are transported illegally across the U.S.-Mexico border. While recognizing the contentious nature of gun control and Second Amendment rights
issues, the Task Force believes the United States has a responsibility to more
effectively enforce existing laws to stanch the southward flow of U.S. guns.
Further, continuing to permit the sale of AR-15s and similar weapons
presents a grave danger not only to Mexican security forces but also to
U.S. police and law enforcement personnel. Many Task Force members
believe the U.S. government should reinstate the ban on the sale of assault
weapons and high-capacity ammunition magazines.
Billions of U.S. dollars from illicit activities are laundered within the
United States.137 The challenge is to stop the illegal flows while encouraging the legitimate financial flows that tie the nations together. The
Task Force proposes that the U.S. government strengthen domestic money
laundering enforcement and work with Mexico to strengthen its anti–
money laundering and asset-forfeiture laws and enforcement capabilities.
The United States should reduce illegal drug demand and might be
able to help its neighbors do the same. Studies have shown that programs
for drug prevention and addiction treatment are highly cost effective. The
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White House Office of National Drug Control Policy estimates that every
dollar spent on prevention and treatment saves four dollars on health care
and seven dollars on law enforcement and criminal justice costs.138 The
Task Force recommends emphasizing drug prevention and treatment programs within the overall federal antinarcotics strategy.

Bolster Regional Cooperation for Security
Central America’s fragile democracies, weak institutions, and growing violence represent a serious challenge for North America given the
region’s geographic proximity, economic and social ties, immigration
patterns, and links to the international drug trade and transnational
criminal organizations. These crises in Central America could destabilize neighbors and fuel illegal immigration. The Task Force recommends
greater North American cooperation in addressing the problems of Central
America. A concerted effort—working with Central Americans and their
governments, as well as with Colombia and Panama—is necessary to create
security, good governance, the rule of law, and economic opportunity in
Central America. The United States should consider the development of a
sustained, multidimensional North American commitment to assist Central
America along the lines of what the executive branch and Congress achieved
through Plan Colombia.
Arctic issues will require much closer cooperation with Canada.
The Task Force recommends the development of a U.S.-Canada Arctic
strategy. The countries have differences to manage—such as jurisdiction
over the Northwest Passage, maritime boundaries, resource utilization,
and approaches to conservation. Yet strategic interests bind the two neighbors, especially relative to others. The countries should identify priorities
for North American cooperation, starting with monitoring Arctic shipping
channels, creating joint search-and-rescue teams, addressing territorial
ownership, and sharing infrastructure and icebreakers to expand operational capacity.
Looking forward, North America could and should contribute
to global security. The United States and Canada already cooperate
through the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and other multilateral
bodies, as well as through United Nations peacekeeping missions.
The Task Force recommends that the United States and Canada conduct
regular “policy planning” discussions with Mexico on economic and security challenges in other regions.
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Bu i ldi ng a Nort h Amer ican Commun i t y
Immigrants and their descendants have shaped the United States.
Most Americans recognize that today’s immigration policies are not
serving U.S. national interests and that changes are needed. The Task
Force believes immigration reform would spur U.S. economic growth
and entrepreneurialism, improve U.S. national security, and enable the
United States to maintain its advantage as a relatively young nation.
The Task Force strongly recommends the passage of comprehensive federal
immigration reform that secures U.S. borders, prevents illegal entry, provides visas on the basis of economic need, invites talented and skilled people
to settle in the United States, and offers a pathway to legalization for undocumented immigrants now in the United States.
The people of North America are critical to the future of a competitive continent. Changing economic production patterns and demographic trends will transform workforce and educational needs. The
Task Force recommends that the three nations create a North American
Mobility Accord to facilitate the movement and ensure the rights of North
America’s workers, in particular lower-skilled guest workers and professionals on temporary assignments.
The accord would seek to help North American employers and workers adapt flexibly to changing needs and opportunities. For example,
the United States might draw on the experience of the Canada-Mexico
Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program to revise the H-2A agricultural
worker and H-2B seasonal worker programs. Such an approach would
authorize U.S. employers to apply to the U.S. government for permission to hire guest workers; if approved, the sending country’s government—Canada or Mexico—would select the workers, provide medical
documents, and facilitate the workers’ passage to the work sites. This
model disposes of labor brokers, who vary greatly in quality. The agreement would clearly define employees’ rights—in terms of wages, working conditions, health insurance, and retirement benefits—as well as
the employers’ obligations. The United States would be responsible for
the program’s oversight and enforcement within its borders, and the
Canadian and Mexican governments would be responsible for guest
workers within their countries. The governments may wish to begin
with a pilot that could test the practical challenges of implementation.
Multinational companies should be able to move technicians,
managers, experienced executives, and other professionals between
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facilities across borders. NAFTA created the TN visa as an expedited
pathway for Canadian and Mexican workers in certain professions
to work in the United States. However, the visa has been little used:
there were only about 9,500 recipients of TN visas in 2013, compared
to 153,000 recipients of H-1B skilled migrant visas. It appears that the
more stringent TN visa rules lead qualified North Americans to apply
for an H-1B visa instead.139
To better facilitate the movement of North American workers, the Task
Force proposes that the United States, Canada, and Mexico expand and
improve the TN visa category to encourage more skilled North Americans
to apply. The changes—which should apply to professionals from all three
countries—could include the following:
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

an expansion of the number of eligible professions
the ability for TN visa holders to switch jobs within an allotted time frame,
so that workers could seek another position if they lose their job
an increase in the visa’s annual term (subject to renewal) to three years,
similar to the H-1B visa
permission for TN visa holders to seek a green card (the current practice
requires TN visa holders to maintain a residence in their country of origin)
permission for spouses of TN visa holders to work (as is occurring with
H-1B visa holders)

North American labor integration is also inhibited by the countries’
confusing, outdated, and incompatible credential systems. Qualified
North American professionals—such as doctors and nurses—are often
unable to practice their professions in their neighboring countries, even
when the United States, Canada, and Mexico face labor shortages in
those professions. The Task Force urges the three governments to work
with local and state governments and accrediting associations to streamline
the recognition process for professional standards and degrees. Where possible, credentialing bodies should consider developing common criteria.
North America should also help people who work across the continent to secure access to retirement contributions. The U.S. government has social security “totalization agreements” with Canada and
more than twenty other nations; these agreements help U.S. workers
accumulate years of contributions while abroad and avoid double payroll taxation by companies. The Task Force encourages the United States
to advance implementation of the U.S.-Mexico totalization agreement,
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which was signed in 2004 but has yet to come into effect. The United States
should also work with Mexico and Canada to establish a region-wide totalization agreement so that work in any of the three countries is recognized
and counted toward retirement benefits.

Educate North America’s Workforce
North America’s peoples need high-quality education, training, and
development of skills throughout their working lives. The North American countries should seek to learn from one another how innovation
in education can lead to better outcomes at lower costs. For tertiary
education in particular, private and public sectors across all three countries should consider the gains from common approaches with local
customization. The Task Force recommends bringing together representatives from the three countries’ federal, state, and local governments, public
and private schools, civil societies, and private sectors to develop a regional
education and innovation strategy. This strategy should include a diversity
of public and private education and technical training programs, incorporate new technologies, increase affordability, expand skills certification, and
connect students to private employers. It should promote regional research
through professional academic exchanges and the creation of a North
American network of laboratories for basic research.
The success of the North American community depends on the
development of a common outlook by the next generation. North America’s study-abroad programs lag far behind those of other regions. The
Task Force recommends an expanded interchange among North American
young people. This effort might build on existing programs—leveraging,
implementing, and increasing current study abroad, including the U.S. State
Department’s 100,000 Strong in the Americas initiative and Fulbright
programs, Canada’s International Education Strategy, and the Mexican
Proyecta 100,000, a recent initiative to support foreign study.

Protect the Shared Continent
Regional Disasters
Proximity and shared infrastructure create shared vulnerabilities. Joint
emergency responses have improved—for instance, in earthquake and
fault zones—thanks to regional monitoring, early warning systems,
and quick-response training. Unfortunately, regional barriers continue
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to hinder contingency planning and cooperation. The multiplicity of
actors complicates the sharing of information. Bureaucratic procedures impede swift and flexible responses. Canadian firefighters who
previously came to the aid of border towns in Vermont and New York
have been thwarted by new border checks.
The Task Force recommends enabling flexible responses to emergencies.
Legal waivers, recognition of expert credentials, pre-clearance for the
transport of crucial supplies, and evacuation plans enable neighbors to
assist one another at critical moments.
Cybersecurity
The control functions for North America’s shared power grids, water
lines, and other infrastructure are increasingly online: breaches could
produce large-scale devastation across borders. Cyber failures in one
country could have ripple effects on neighbors and cross-border production. Cyber safety should address the risks of both a catastrophic
attack and small-scale hacking that tampers with or steals information.
The Task Force recommends that the United States, Canada, and Mexico
set baseline standards for cyber protection. This work could start with the
evaluation of vulnerabilities and sharing best practices among governments,
private sectors, universities, and others. The three countries should promulgate jointly the measures identified in cybersecurity frameworks, such as the
Critical Security Controls and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation program. North America can
prevent or thwart 80 to 90 percent of all known cyberattacks by emphasizing basic cyber safety practices, known as “cyber hygiene.”
To ensure closer cooperation and understanding in this dynamic area,
the United States, Canada, and Mexico should establish a standing consultative mechanism through their national Computer Emergency Readiness
Teams (CERTs). These teams need representatives from the private as well
as public sectors. The consultative mechanism could share information
on threats, develop standardized response protocols, and conduct afteraction evaluations.
The Task Force urges that postcrisis evaluations of both man-made and
natural disasters—which are common within the U.S. government—incorporate consultations with Canada and Mexico.
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Maintain North America’s Environment
and Health
The air, water, and wildlife of the North American community are its
common heritage and natural culture. The three North American countries have a long history of working together to manage shared natural
resources, with some efforts begun over a century ago.
Water
The three countries should build on their long history of cooperation
to promote water stewardship. The Task Force urges that the institutions
charged with water management address current issues, such as the diversion of water from one watershed to another, water quota allocations, and
the introduction of invasive alien species that threaten ecosystems and commercial industries.
Health
Pathogens pose potentially devastating threats to the populations of
North America. The continent has a history of robust cooperation
between its centers for disease control, research laboratories, and representatives with multilateral organizations such as the Pan American
Health Organization. The Task Force recommends that the United States,
Canada, and Mexico develop protocols and agreements for the production
and sharing of drugs and equipment to prepare for future epidemics.
The United States and its neighbors should establish a real-time exchange
of information about fraudulent drug investigations and outbreaks, similar
to that which exists between the United States and the European Union, to
better ensure the health and safety of North America’s peoples.

Conclusion: The New World
of North America

North America was once called the New World. The people, resources,
and ingenuities of the continent shaped the histories of the Old
World—East and West. Today, North America is the home of almost
five hundred million people who have the good fortune and potential
to influence global affairs in the coming centuries as well. To do so,
the three countries should first recognize their common cultures and
interests. Often their publics are ahead of the governments in seeing the
interconnections.
This is the moment for the U.S. government to break old foreign
policy patterns and recognize the importance of its own neighborhood.
A more integrated, dynamic, safe, and prosperous North America will
secure the U.S. continental base and strengthen its global reach.
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Additional or Dissenting Views

The Task Force report identifies a gap in U.S. foreign policy that needs
to be rectified. I support the report’s general thrust and most of its specific recommendations but would add two comments.
First, with regard to strengthening North American security, the
report appropriately identifies the threat that Mexico-based drug cartels—large, powerful, and corrupt criminal organizations—pose to
Mexican institutions and to the United States and Canada. The report
recommends the adoption of a common strategy to dismantle the cartels but does not describe what it might entail. As demonstrated in
Colombia in the 1990s, a comprehensive law-enforcement strategy can
successfully destroy large criminal organizations, but it must go beyond
locating and removing the organization’s kingpin. This strategy should
aim to weaken and implode the organization itself by disrupting its cash
flow, distribution, and supply chains and confiscating its assets.
Second, the report suggests that North American countries adopt
a “market-based approach to carbon pricing.” I am dubious of any
strategy that might harm the North American economies. Encouraging market-based carbon pricing, which requires a regulatory scheme,
gets into questions of what measures can reduce warming and at what
cost. Implementing such a scheme only makes sense with broad international consensus, although even then there is the potential for largescale fraud and noncompliance.
Robert C. Bonner

I share the Task Force’s enthusiasm for the large economic and geopolitical benefits of the rapid growth in North America’s oil and gas production, which stem from technological innovations in the extraction
of hydrocarbons from shale. I agree that North American regulations
should be modernized to reflect this transformed energy landscape,
83
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including to enable new energy production to come to market and to
ensure it is produced and transported safely.
However, I believe the Task Force’s recommendations do not adequately convey the importance of much more aggressive policy measures that the United States, Canada, and Mexico need to undertake to
combat the potentially severe consequences of climate change—even
as we take advantage of newfound domestic hydrocarbon resources on
which our economies will rely for years to come.
In addressing the environmental effects of a North American hydrocarbon renaissance, the report notes that increased carbon emissions
contribute to climate change and can impose significant costs. Regardless of the future of North American oil and gas production, however,
the United States, Canada, and Mexico need to adopt strong marketbased policies to internalize the social costs associated with greenhousegas emissions and reduce emissions at the lowest cost. These measures
can be even more effective if the three nations coordinate closely on climate policy.
Although the report rightly notes that U.S. emissions have fallen
to the lowest levels in two decades, driven in significant part by lowcost natural gas displacing coal for power generation, it is important
to acknowledge that market forces alone will not drive necessary emissions reductions. Indeed, U.S. greenhouse-gas emissions rose in 2013,
as natural gas prices increased and coal regained market share.
On the topic of infrastructure, I disagree with the report’s finding
that government policy and permitting requirements are significantly
undermining the economic benefits of the North American energy
renaissance by stymieing investment in infrastructure to bring energy
to market. Aside from some exceptions, most notably the long-delayed
Keystone XL pipeline to Canada, capital markets have responded to
the energy boom, and the midstream sector is growing rapidly. Of the
4,300 miles of crude and product pipelines built around the world in
2014, more than 3,300 miles are in the United States. Of course, government should strive to reduce red tape and can often act more quickly,
but pipeline projects are often delayed or shelved for more significant
reasons than policy, including cost, interest-group lawsuits, and the
flexibility of rail. Although government regulations need to be smart,
well-targeted and effective regulations are necessary. They not only protect public health and safety, but also build the public trust necessary for
the North American hydrocarbon boom to continue.
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Additionally, a reader may come away with the incorrect impression
that U.S. liquefied natural gas exports are being limited by the relatively
few permits granted to date by the Department of Energy and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. To date, the DOE has conditionally approved 10.5 billion cubic feet per day of LNG exports, a volume
exceeding that of Qatar, which is currently the largest LNG exporter
in the world. More important, the DOE recently changed its exportapproval policy, removing the conditional-authorization requirement
so that the department may consider for final authorization only the
most viable projects—those able to finance completion of the FERC
authorization process. This allows commercial considerations, rather
than government permitting, to determine which LNG projects are
built. Obtaining FERC authorization is a costly process, but also a predictable one for viable projects to complete. FERC has approved four
projects, with several more permits expected in the next six to nine
months. And the DOE continues to issue authorizations, most recently
giving two more projects final approval on September 10, 2014.
Jason Eric Bordoff

I endorse the Task Force report and its goals of regional integration, but I
would stress the importance of addressing social and economic inequality both among and within the three nations. The structural differences in
opportunities for individuals, families, and communities limit the spread
of benefits and restrict the most vulnerable from joining the economic
mainstream or contributing to growth. Economic integration in North
America magnifies the importance of a level economic playing field as
workforces become increasingly interdependent. Related topics such as
financial inclusion, resilience among the poorest, and women’s economic
empowerment should prevail in policy discussions focused on inequality.
Education, discussed in this report, is also a good place to start, and policymakers should ensure that improvements in access and quality incorporate the needs of the lowest income groups in all three nations. More
equal educational opportunity will help societies understand the benefits
of the deepening ties among their countries and will enhance each individual’s ability to participate and compete in a globalized world.
Maria Otero
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lived and worked in Mexico and Argentina and travels extensively in
Latin America. She was a Fulbright scholar; a justice, welfare, and economics fellow at Harvard University; and a professor of Latin American politics at Columbia University. Before turning to policy, O’Neil
worked in the private sector as an equity analyst at Indosuez Capital
and Credit Lyonnais Securities. She holds a BA from Yale University,
an MA in international relations from Yale University, and a PhD in
government from Harvard University.
Maria Otero served as undersecretary of state for civilian security,
democracy, and human rights from 2009 to 2013, overseeing U.S. civilian security issues including democracy, human rights, refugees, trafficking in persons, counternarcotics, conflict prevention and response,
and countering violent extremism. She also served as President
Obama’s special representative for Tibetan issues. Born in Bolivia,
Otero was the highest ranking Hispanic official at the State Department and the first Latina undersecretary in its history. Otero currently
serves as trustee at the Kresge Foundation; the Public Welfare Foundation; Development Alternatives Inc.; BancoSol, a microfinance bank in
Bolivia; and Herbalife, a publicly traded U.S. company. Otero was formerly the president and chief executive officer of Accion (2000–2009),
where she held other positions for twelve years. She was an adjunct
professor at the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) from 1998 to 2008. Otero served on the board
of the U.S. Institute of Peace from 2000 to 2008, where was board vice
chair. In 2006, UN secretary-general Kofi Annan appointed Otero to
the UN Advisors Group on Inclusive Financial Sectors. Otero holds
an MA in literature from the University of Maryland, an MA in international relations from SAIS, and an honorary doctorate of humane
letters from Dartmouth College.
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James W. Owens served as chairman and chief executive officer of Caterpillar Inc. in Peoria, Illinois, from 2004 through June 2010. Owens
retired in mid-2010 after thirty-eight years of service at the company.
He was president of Solar Turbines in San Diego from 1990–93 and
corporate chief financial officer from 1993–95. In 1995, he became a
group president and member of Caterpillar’s executive office. While
chairman, Owens served on the executive committee of the Business
Roundtable, was chairman of the Business Council, and was an adviser
to Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama. Owens is currently a
director of Alcoa Inc., IBM Corporation, and Morgan Stanley. He also
serves as a senior adviser to Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. Owens
is chairman of the executive committee for the Peterson Institute for
International Economics and served on the Board of Directors of the
Council on Foreign Relations. He served on the executive committee of the Business Council and was a member of President Obama’s
Economic Recovery Advisory Board from 2009 to 2010. He is also a
member of the board of trustees for North Carolina State University
in Raleigh, North Carolina. Owens is a native of Elizabeth City, North
Carolina, and graduated from North Carolina State University in 1973
with a PhD in economics.
David H. Petraeus (U.S. Army, retired) is the chairman of the KKR
Global Institute, a visiting professor of public policy at the City University of New York’s Macaulay Honors College, a Judge Widney
professor at the University of Southern California, a senior fellow at
Harvard University, and a member of the advisory boards of six veterans organizations. Petraeus previously served thirty-seven years in
the U.S. military, including as commander of coalition forces during
the surges in both Iraq and Afghanistan and as commander of the
U.S. Central Command. Following retirement from the military in
August 2011, he served as director of the Central Intelligence Agency.
Petraeus was a distinguished graduate of the U.S. Military Academy
and earned MPA and PhD degrees in international relations from
Princeton University.
Adrean Scheid Rothkopf is vice president of government relations,
Latin America, for Millicom, a leading telecommunications and media
company dedicated to emerging markets in Latin America and Africa.
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Rothkopf is responsible for developing and executing policy and advocacy strategies for the region and coordinating outreach across markets. She works closely with other senior management to support the
business objectives of Millicom by monitoring and influencing relevant
legislation, regulation, and policy. She coordinates with senior government officials from the hemisphere and globally and participates
actively in the work of industry associations and multilateral organizations to help advance the development of sound policies and practices
that will ensure growth and competitiveness in the region. Prior to
joining Millicom, Rothkopf was senior director of government relations, Latin America, for BlackBerry. Formerly, she was vice president
of Western Hemisphere affairs at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
where she led the activities of the department and served as executive
vice president of the Association of American Chambers of Commerce
in Latin America (AACCLA) and of the Brazil-U.S. Business Council. Earlier in her career, Rothkopf worked with the Group of Fifty, the
Newmarket Company, the Inter-American Dialogue, the Council of
the Americas, and the Carter Center.
Clifford M. Sobel served as ambassador to the Netherlands and Brazil
throughout the George W. Bush and Obama administrations. Sobel has
received awards from Brazil’s ministry of defense and the state governments of Minas Gerais, Pernambuco, and Sergipe in recognition of his
contributions to bilateral relations. He is currently managing partner
of Valor Capital Group, a diversified investment group with significant
investments in Brazil. He is also a partner of Related Brazil, a mixed-use
developer in Brazil, and a partner and board member of Contagalo, a
diversified agriculture group. He has served on advisory boards to the
American Military Commander of Europe and NATO, as well as to the
Command for American Forces for Central and South America. Sobel
sits on the board of directors for Diamond Offshore Drilling, the Council of American Ambassadors, and the Council of the Americas, as well
as on Christie’s advisory board for the Americas. He serves on the
board of Wenzhou Kean University based in Zhejiang Province, China,
one of the first universities to grant degrees in English in accounting,
finance, English, and computer science. He is also on the advisory board
of Fundacao Dom Cabral Brazil (FDC), a leading school for executive
education in Brazil.
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James S. Taylor is an adviser and strategist for leaders, companies, and
causes in the United States and Mexico. During the past twenty-five
years, he has created and grown a number of successful companies in
both countries. Today, Taylor serves as a founding partner of Vianovo, a
management consultancy that specializes in high-stakes brand, policy,
and crisis issues. At Vianovo, he co-chairs the firm’s Mexico Energy
Strategic Advisory (MESA) practice and also leads Vianovo Ventures,
which partners with startups and investors. Taylor grew up in Mexico,
and his early career focused on politics and trade. He worked for U.S.
senator Lloyd Bentsen (D-TX) and later went on to advise Mexico’s
trade-negotiating team on building support to secure the passage of
NAFTA. Taylor has been a regular contributor to Univision, and his
pieces on Mexico’s economic and political transformation and the U.S.Mexico relationship have been featured in the Dallas Morning News and
National Journal.
Robert B. Zoellick is chairman of Goldman Sachs’s International
Advisers. He serves on the boards of Temasek, Singapore’s sovereign
wealth fund, and Laureate International Universities. Zoellick is also a
senior fellow at the Belfer Center at the Harvard Kennedy School. He is
a board member of the congressionally founded National Endowment
for Democracy and the Peterson Institute for International Economics. Zoellick was the president of the World Bank Group from 2007 to
2012. He served in President George W. Bush’s Cabinet as U.S. trade
representative from 2001 to 2005 and as deputy secretary of state from
2005 to 2006. From 1985 to 1993, Zoellick worked in the Treasury and
State Departments in various capacities, including as counselor to the
secretary of the treasury and undersecretary of state, as well as briefly
in the White House as deputy chief of staff. Zoellick holds a BA (Phi
Beta Kappa) from Swarthmore College, an MPP in public policy from
the Harvard Kennedy School, and a JD magna cum laude from Harvard
Law School.
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Edward Alden is the Bernard L. Schwartz senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations in Washington, DC, and author of The Closing of the American Border: Terrorism, Immigration and Security Since
9/11 (Harper Collins, 2008). He was project director for the CFRsponsored Independent Task Force on U.S. Trade and Investment Policy
(2011) and for the Independent Task Force on U.S. Immigration Policy
(2009). He is also the director of CFR’s Renewing America publication
series. Most recently, he was coauthor of the CFR Working Paper Managing Illegal Immigration to the United States: How Effective is Enforcement? Prior to joining CFR in 2007, Alden was the Washington bureau
chief for the Financial Times. He has written extensively about the U.S.
response to globalization, focusing particularly on international trade,
immigration, and homeland security. He has won several national and
international awards for his writing and has written commentary for
the New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles
Times, and many other magazines, newspapers, and websites. He lives
in Bethesda, Maryland, with his wife and two children.
Christian Brose is senior policy adviser to Senator John McCain
(R-AZ). He serves as the senator’s top adviser on all national security,
foreign policy, trade, and intelligence issues and supports the senator in
his work as a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee and the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He has accompanied McCain on
his official travel to more than sixty countries. From 2008 to 2009, he was
senior editor of Foreign Policy magazine. From 2005 to 2008, he served as
policy adviser and chief speechwriter to Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, working as a member of the secretary’s policy planning staff. From
2004 to 2005, he was a junior speechwriter for Secretary of State Colin
Powell. He has a BA in political science from Kenyon College and an MA
from the Johns Hopkins University’s School of Advanced International
Studies, where he concentrated in international economics.
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Thomas E. Donilon is vice chair of the international law firm of
O’Melveny & Myers, where he serves on the firm’s global governing
committee. Donilon is also senior director at the BlackRock Investment Institute. From 2010 to 2013, he served as national security adviser
to President Barack Obama. In that capacity, Donilon oversaw the
National Security Council staff, chaired the cabinet-level National
Security Principals Committee, provided the president’s daily national
security briefing, and was responsible for the coordination and integration of the U.S. government’s foreign policy. He previously served as
assistant to the president and principal deputy national security adviser.
Donilon is a distinguished fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations,
a nonresident senior fellow at the Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer
Center for Science and International Affairs, and a member of the U.S.
Defense Policy Board and the Central Intelligence Agency’s External
Advisory Board. Donilon has worked closely with and advised three
U.S. presidents since his first position at the White House in 1977,
working with President Jimmy Carter. During the Clinton administration, he served as assistant secretary of state and chief of staff at the U.S.
Department of State.
Juan Sebastian Gonzalez is special adviser to Vice President Joe Biden
on Western Hemisphere affairs. Gonzalez was previously National
Security Council staff director for the Andes from 2011 to 2013, where he
advised the president’s national security adviser and deputy national security adviser on matters related to U.S. policy in the Andean region. Before
joining the White House, Gonzalez held various positions in the U.S.
Department of State’s Bureau of Western Hemisphere Affairs, including
chief of staff to Assistant Secretary Arturo Valenzuela from 2009 to 2011,
policy planning officer from 2007 to 2009, staff assistant to Assistant Secretary Thomas A. Shannon from 2006 to 2007, and Colombia desk officer from 2004 to 2006. Gonzalez was the recipient of numerous superior
and meritorious honor awards during his time with the Department of
State. From 2001 to 2004, Gonzalez served as a Peace Corps volunteer
in Guatemala, and from 1998 to 2000 he served as legislative assistant to
New York State assemblyman Sam Hoyt (D-144). He received a BS from
the State University of New York, Buffalo, and an MA with distinction
from Georgetown University’s Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service. He is a term member of the Council on Foreign Relations and speaks
fluent Spanish. He is a native of Cartagena, Colombia.
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Michael A. Levi is the David M. Rubenstein senior fellow for energy
and the environment at the Council on Foreign Relations and director
of CFR’s Maurice R. Greenberg Center for Geoeconomic Studies. He
is an expert on domestic and international energy markets and policy,
climate change, and nuclear security. Levi is the author of four books,
most recently The Power Surge: Energy, Opportunity, and the Battle
for America’s Future (Oxford University Press, 2013), which explored
the drivers and consequences of two emerging revolutions in American energy, and By All Means Necessary: How China’s Resource Quest is
Changing the World (with Elizabeth Economy; Oxford University Press,
2014), which investigated Chinese efforts to secure natural resources,
including in North America. His recent writings include studies of U.S.
natural gas exports, the Canadian oil sands, and the global politics and
economics of clean energy innovation. He is a member of the advisory
board to Princeton University’s Carbon Mitigation Initiative and a
member of the strategic advisory board for NewWorld Capital Group
LLC. Before joining CFR, Levi was a science fellow in foreign policy
studies at the Brookings Institution. Levi holds an MA in physics from
Princeton University and a PhD in war studies from the University of
London (King’s College).
Matthew Padilla is Senator Tom Udall’s military and foreign relations
legislative assistant. He advises Senator Udall on issues pertaining to
national security, foreign policy, and veterans’ issues, and he recently
completed the Woodrow Wilson Center foreign policy fellowship. He
received his BA in political science with a concentration in international relations from the University of Notre Dame. On graduation,
he was commissioned an ensign (O-1) in the U.S. Navy through Notre
Dame’s Naval Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (NROTC). He served
in the U.S. Navy as a surface warfare officer aboard the USS Iwo Jima
(LHD-7), and the USS Laboon (DDG-58) from 2003 to 2007. Following his active-duty service, he received his JD from American University Washington College of Law. He is a native of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and a member of the State Bar of New Mexico.
Vance Serchuk is executive director of the KKR Global Institute. He
is an adjunct senior fellow at the Center for a New American Security
in Washington, DC, and a lecturer of law at Columbia Law School.
He was previously senior foreign policy adviser to Senator Joseph
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Lieberman (I-CT) for six years, and a professional staff member on
the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee.
During the first half of 2013, he was a CFR international affairs fellow,
based in Japan, and a monthly foreign affairs columnist for the Washington Post. His writings have appeared in the New York Times, Wall Street
Journal, Los Angeles Times, Weekly Standard, and other publications. He
is a summa cum laude graduate of Princeton University, holds a JD from
Yale Law School, and was a Fulbright scholar in the Russian Federation.
Julia E. Sweig is the Nelson and David Rockefeller senior fellow for
Latin America studies and director for Latin America studies at the
Council on Foreign Relations. Sweig also directs CFR’s Global Brazil
initiative. Sweig writes a biweekly column for Folha de São Paulo, Brazil’s leading newspaper, and is the author of Cuba: What Everyone Needs
to Know (Oxford University Press, 2009) and Friendly Fire: Losing
Friends and Making Enemies in the Anti-American Century (PublicAffairs, 2006), as well as numerous publications on Latin America and
American foreign policy. Sweig’s Inside the Cuban Revolution: Fidel
Castro and the Urban Underground (Harvard University Press, 2002)
received the American Historical Association’s Herbert Feis Award for
best book of the year by an independent scholar. Sweig serves on the
international advisory board of the Brazilian Center for International
Relations (CEBRI). She was the Sol M. Linowitz professor of international relations at Hamilton College in 2011 and, from 1999 to 2008,
served as a consultant on Latin American affairs for the Aspen Institute’s congressional program. She holds a BA from the University of
California and an MA and a PhD from the Johns Hopkins University
School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS).
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